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A Voice in the Wilderness
God tells His servants in His Word, “Cry aloud,
spare not. Lift up your voice like a trumpet and
declare to My people their transgression and to
the house of Jacob their sins!” (Isa.58:1, Parallel
Amplified Bible).
God also declares:
“Comfort, comfort My
people, says your God. Speak tenderly to the
heart of Jerusalem, and cry to her that her time of
service and her warfare are ended, that [her
punishment is accepted and] her iniquity is
pardoned, that she has received [punishment]
from the Lord’s hand double for all her sins.”
We are living in a world gone berserk with anger
and rage. “Why do the nations rage?” (Psalm
2:1). Answer – because they don’t know the true
God, and are in rebellion against His laws and
teachings and the true way of life and peace!
Isaiah wrote: “A voice of one who cries:
Prepare in the wilderness the way of the Lord
[clear away the obstacles]; make straight and
smooth a highway for our God. . . . And the glory
(majesty and splendor) of the Lord shall be
revealed, and all flesh shall see it together; for the
mouth of the Lord has spoken it” (Isaiah 40:3-5).
The Messiah is coming very SOON! Its time to
prepare to MEET Him! “Surely the Lord will do
nothing without revealing His secret to His
servants the prophets” (Amos 3:7). The purpose
of this magazine is to warn the world of what lies
ahead, and to help prepare people to get ready to
meet the Messiah, when He returns to restore all
things (Acts 3:19-21), put an end to wars, and
usher in the Kingdom of God! The prophet Amos
declared, “Prepare to meet your God, O Israel”
(Amos 4:12). No matter is more urgent, today!
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The Growing Threat of Globalism
A great Conspiracy has beguiled the world
and threatens the survival of all mankind.
It is the threat of manmade, human world
Government, often called “the New World
Order.” It has set the world on edge and is
a terrible danger for all freedom-loving
men and women on planet earth. For
thousands of years men have sought to rule
the world in rebellion against the rule of
the Most High God. Satan’s final effort is
well underway. The war is raging behind
the scenes, in the secret corridors of
government, the CIA, NSA, Congress,
Europe and the United Nations. Barack
Obama and his minions versus Donald
Trump and those who want to make
America free and great once again! What
does Bible prophecy say will happen?
How will it all end? Has the real fight just
begun? The year 2017 is the Hebrew year
5777 and is a pivotal year introducing the
last seven years of this age, with global
war, great tribulation, and human travail!
Are you prepared?
-- William F. Dankenbring
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The Globalist EndTime Conspiracy!
The history of the world has been one of conspiracies,
one right after another. Conspiracies have existed from
age to age and nation to nation, and end-time worldwide
conspiracies boggle the mind. Here is shocking, mindblowing knowledge you need to know, lest you should
be deceived by the greatest end-time Conspiracy ever!
William F. Dankenbring
Abraham Lincoln saw the existence of conspiracies and threats to America. He
declared, “America will never be destroyed from the outside. If we falter and lose our
freedoms, it will be because we destroyed ourselves.”
President Theodore Roosevelt understood the nature of governmental and
business conspiracies. He declared, “Behind the ostensible government sits enthroned an
invisible government owing no allegiance and acknowledging no responsibility to the
people.”
Franklin Delano Roosevelt went so far as to say, “In politics, nothing happens by
accident. If it happens, you can bet it was planned that way.”
But perhaps the most telling comments were made by President Woodrow
Wilson. He declared, in The New Freedom, “Since I entered politics, I have chiefly had
men's views confided to me privately. Some of the biggest men in the United States, in
the field of commerce and manufacture, are afraid of something. They know that there is
a power somewhere so organized, so subtle, so watchful, so interlocked, so complete, so
pervasive, that they better not speak above their breath when they speak in condemnation
of it.”
President Wilson also opined, “The government, which was designed for the
people, has got into the hands of the bosses and their employers, the special interests. An
invisible empire has been set up above the forms of democracy.”
Perhaps his most salient remark on conspiracies was when he declared: “I am a
most unhappy man. I have unwittingly ruined my country. A great industrial nation is
controlled by its system of credit. Our system of credit is concentrated. The growth of the
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nation, therefore, and all our activities are in the hands of a few men. We have come to be
one of the worst ruled, one of the most completely controlled and dominated
Governments in the civilized world - no longer a Government by free opinion, no longer
a Government by conviction and the vote of the majority, but a Government by the
opinion and duress of a small group of dominant men.”
Most people are just blind to the invisible government behind the scenes, where
the “puppet-masters” lurk, pulling the strings of elected officials – the hidden, secret
forces behind governments – the arcane and mysterious movers and shakers who
mastermind events from the invisible darkness.
Conspirators, of course, hide their machinations under a cloak of respectability.
They are very clever at orchestrating events and forming and controlling public opinion.
The Nimrod Conspiracy
Following the Noachian deluge, which drowned the world and destroyed the preFlood world, we read a most interesting and intriguing story in the book of Genesis .
Nimrod was “a mighty hunter before [or “against”] the LORD” (Gen.10:9). We
read: “Cush became the father of Nimrod; he was the first on earth to become a mighty
warrior. He was a mighty hunter before the LORD; therefore it is said, ‘Like Nimrod a
mighty hunter before the LORD.’ The beginning of his kingdom was Babel, Erech, and
Accad, all of them in the land of Shinar” (Gen.10:8-10, NRSV).
The Jewish Chumash says of this biblical personage: “Before Nimrod there was
neither wars nor reigning monarchs. He subjugated the Babylonians until they crowned
him (v.10), after which he went to Assyria and built great cities. . . The Torah calls him a
mighty hunter, which Rashi and most commentators interpret figuratively: Nimrod
ensnared men with his words and incited them to rebel against God. He was the
forerunner of the hypocrite who drapes himself in robes of piety in order to deceive the
masses” (Chumash, page 47, comment on Gen.10:8-10).
The ancient Jewish historian Josephus wrote that after the Flood of Noah, God
commanded mankind to send out colonies to cultivate the earth, but they refused to do so.
The arch rebel and conspirator was Nimrod. “Now it was Nimrod who excited them to
such an affront and contempt of God. He was the grandson of Ham, the son of Noah—a
bold man, and of great strength of hand. Her persuaded them not to ascribe to God, as if
it was through his means they were happy, but to believe that it was their own courage
which procured that happiness. He also gradually changed the government into
tyranny—seeing no other way of turning men from the fear of God, but to bring them into
a constant dependence upon his power.” (Antiquities of the Jews, bk.1, 4:1-2).
Nimrod, who led the world into rebellion and apostasy after the Flood, was
himself a black man – a Negro – by birth. Says Alexander Hislop of this early
emancipator of mankind from the government of God, “The amazing extent of the
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worship of this man indicates something very extraordinary in his character; and there is
ample reason to believe, that in his own day he was an object of high popularity. Though
by setting up as king, Nimrod invaded the patriarchal system, and abridged the liberties
of mankind, yet he was held by many to have conferred benefits upon them, that amply
indemnified them for the loss of their liberties, and covered him with glory and renown”
(The Two Babylons, p.50).
Nimrod was known as the great “Emancipator.” Says Hislop, “And according to
the principles of depraved human nature, this too, no doubt, was one grand element in
his fame; for men will readily rally around anyone who can give the least appearance of
plausibility to any doctrine which will teach that they can be assured of happiness and
heaven at last, though their hearts and natures are unchanged, and though they live
without God in the world” (p.52).
It is clear, Hislop declared, that Nimrod led men “to believe that a real spiritual
change of heart was unnecessary, and that so far as change was needful, they could be
regenerated by mere external means. Looking at the subject in the light of the
Bacchanalian orgies . . . it is evident that he led mankind to seek their chief good in
sensual enjoyment, and showed them how they might enjoy the pleasures of sin, without
any fear of the wrath of a holy God” (p.55).
During the time of Abraham, we read: “And king Nimrod reigned securely, and
all the earth was under his control, and all the earth was of one tongue and words of
union. And all the princes of Nimrod and his great men took counsel together . . . and
they said to each other, Come let us build ourselves a city and in it a strong tower, and its
top reaching heaven, and we will make ourselves famed, so that we may reign upon the
whole world, in order that the evil of our enemies may cease from us, that we may reign
mightily over them, and that we may not become scattered over the earth on account of
their wars” (Jasher 9:20-21).
The tower of Babel was a symbol of “world unity” in the days shortly after the
Flood of Noah’s time – a symbol of the world becoming UNITED, or “at one” – under
one world ruling government. The ruler of that ancient world empire was a man named
“Nimrod.”
This was the first great conspiracy after the Flood of Noah’s time.
God Almighty intervened to destroy their magnificent tower. He confused their
languages and scattered them. They could not communicate with each other, so stopped
the building program and dispersed throughout the earth. “And the building of the tower
was unto them a transgression and a sin, and they began to build it, and whilst they were
building against the Lord God of heaven, they imagined in their hearts to war against him
and to ascend into heaven” (Jasher 9:25).
God smote them, according to their works and designs. “And they ceased
building the city and the tower; therefore he called that place Babel, for there the Lord
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confounded the language of the whole earth; behold it was at the east of the land of
Shinar.”
What happened to the tower? Jasher relates, “And as to the tower which the sons
of men built, the earth opened its mouth and swallowed up one third part thereof, and a
fire also descended from heaven and burned another third, and the other third is left to
this day, and it is of that part which was aloft, and it’s circumference is three day’s walk”
(Jasher 9:37-38). This occurred while Abraham was secreted away, studying under Noah
and Shem.
Conspiracies in the Day of Ezekiel
The prophet Ezekiel declares, “The word of the Lord came to me saying, ‘Son of
man, the house of Israel has become dross (worthless metals) to Me; they are all bronze,
tin, iron, and lead, in the midst of a furnace; they have become dross from silver.
Therefore thus says the Lord GOD: Because you have all become dross, therefore,
behold, I will gather you . . . as men gather silver, bronze, iron, lead, and tin into the
midst of a furnace, to blow fire on it, to melt it; so I will gather you in My anger and in
My fury, and I will leave you there and melt you” Ezek.22:17-20).
In other words, the people were compared to the worthless mixture of copper, tin,
iron, and lead.” Therefore, God said of them, “Yes, I will gather you and blow on you
with the fire of My wrath, and you shall be melted in its midst. As silver is melted in the
midst of a furnace, so shall you be melted in its midst; then you shall know that I, the
LORD, have poured out My fury on you’” (vs.21-22).
God says further, “Son of man, say to her: ‘You are a land that is not cleansed or
rained on in the day of indignation” (Ezek.22:24).
God goes on, “The conspiracy of her prophets in her midst is like a roaring lion
tearing the prey; they have devoured people [“princes” in the Septuagint; Targum says
“scribes”]; they have taken treasure and precious things; they have made many widows in
her midst. Her priests [that is ministers, teachers] have VIOLATED MY LAW and
profaned My holy things; they have not distinguished between the holy and unholy, nor
have they made known the difference between the unclean and the clean; and they have
hidden their eyes from My Sabbaths, so that I am profaned among them” (Ezek.22:2526).
“Her princes in her midst are like wolves tearing the prey, to shed blood, to
destroy people [literally, “souls”], and to get dishonest gain” (v.27). “Her prophets
plastered them with untempered mortar, seeing false visions, and divining lies for them,
saying, ‘Thus says the Lord GOD,’ when the LORD has not spoken. The people of the
land have used oppressions, committed robbery, and mistreated the poor and needy; and
they wrongfully oppress the stranger” (Ezek.22:27-29).
Says the New Revised Standard Version:
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“Your princes (leaders) are like wolves that tear apart their prey. They shed blood
(destroy people’s lives) for dishonest gain (profit). Her prophets (ministers) whitewash
these deeds for them by seeing FALSE visions and divining LIES saying, “thus says the
Lord God, WHEN THE LORD HAS NOT SPOKEN (NRSV)”.
They repair cracked walls with whitewash and no cement. The people of the land
practice oppressions (extortions), commit robbery, mistreat the poor and needy, and
wrongfully oppress the alien (stranger) denying them justice.”
God declares, “I looked for someone who might rebuild the wall of righteousness
that guards the land. I searched for someone to stand in the gap in the wall so I would not
have to destroy the land, but I found no one (NIV)”. So, God says, “I will pour out my
wrath on them and consume them with my fiery anger, bringing down on their own heads
the full penalty for all the sins they have committed” (NIV, Ezek.22:30-31).
These prophecies were written down and PRESERVED for us, today, upon whom
the LAST DAYS have come – the END-TIME generation! Today, conspiracies abound!
Early American Conspiracies
It is not surprising that since the founding of America, there have been
conspiracies afoot. During the Revolutionary War General Benedict Arnold attempted to
betray the colonials to the British for selfish gain and British interests.
In an act that has made his name synonymous with treason in American history,
General Benedict Arnold conspired to turn his command of West Point over to the
British. In return, he was to receive money and become a general in the British army. His
treason was discovered when Major Andre, his British contact, was captured. Andre was
reluctantly hung as a spy.
There are many conspiracy theories involving Freemasonry in the early United
States. Hundreds of such conspiracy theories have been described since the late 18th
century. Generally, these theories are political (usually involving allegations of control of
government, particularly in the United States and the United Kingdom), religious (usually
involving allegations of anti-Christian or Satanic beliefs or practices), and cultural.
George Washington wrote letters warning about the dangerous doctrines and
influence of the Illuminati and Freemasons in his time. In 1798 he wrote, “I have heard
much of the nefarious, and dangerous plan, and doctrines of the Illuminati.”
Aaron Burr in the beginning of the 19th century was suspected of leading a
treasonous cabal of planters, politicians, and army officers allegedly led by former U.S.
Vice President Aaron Burr whose goal was to create an independent nation in the center
of North America and/or present-day Southwest and parts of present-day Mexico. U.S.
President Thomas Jefferson and others had Burr arrested and indicted for treason. Some
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historians claim he intended to take parts of Texas and some or all of the Louisiana
Purchase for himself.
Although Burr was acquitted of treason, the trial destroyed his already faltering
political career.
In the Days of Abraham Lincoln
In his book 50 Years in the Church of Rome, Charles Chiniquy declares how the
Vatican attempted to destroy the fledgling United States and subvert it to Catholicism in
the days of Abraham Lincoln. Chiniquy was a Catholic priest at the time and greatly
persecuted by his own church and superiors he did not follow along in their trough of
corruption and wickedness and oppression.
Says Chiniquy, “The Jesuits are a military organization, not a religious order.
Their chief is a general of an army, not a mere father abbot of a monastery. And the aim
of this organization is power. Power in the most despotic exercise. Absolute power,
universal power, power to control the world by the volition (will) of a single man.
Jesuitism is the most absolute of despotisms (dictatorship); and at the same time, the
greatest and the most enormous of abuses" (The most monstrous hurt, injury and
damage).
“The general of the Jesuits insists on being master, sovereign, over the sovereign.
Wherever the Jesuits are admitted they will be masters, cost what it may. Their society is
by nature dictatorial, and therefore it is the irreconcilable enemy of all constituted
authority. Every act, every crime, however atrocious, is a meritorious work, if committed
for the interest of the society of the Jesuits, or by the order of its general.”
During the time of Abraham Lincoln, the master plan of the Vatican for the fall of
the United States was under way. The Jesuits and Pope Pius IX were preparing to send
French troops into Mexico under Maximillian to back the South when the Civil War
began. At that time Chiniquy was part of Rome’s land-grab attempt to establish a colony
to control the breadbasket of Illinois and the Mississippi Valley. He attended a seminar
in which the Roman pontiff’s plans were laid bare to take possession of the United States
using the utmost secrecy and wisdom, to bring poor Catholics from every corner of the
world to America and put them in the major cities, and multiply their votes silently and
patiently, while Americans slept on, till all elected officials would be Roman Catholic.
By the 1980s their plot was progressing greatly, to the point where 80% of
Congressmen were pro-Roman Catholic.
In Lincoln’s own time, the Papacy backed the Southern states under Jefferson
Davis. History books neglect or omit these details, but they are fact. After Lincoln was
elected President, on his way to Washington, hit-men were waiting to ambush him in
Baltimore, but the conspiracy was discovered in time and he was secreted away on a
midnight train.
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In the Civil War, 600,000 Americans would die, brother fighting brother.
Chiniquy warned Lincoln repeatedly that the Jesuits were trying to kill him. Lincoln told
Chiniquy that Samuel Morse, inventor of the Morse code and the telegraph, had been in
Rome and had heard of a plot to destroy the U.S.
Lincoln also told Chiniquy that something puzzled him: A great number of
newspapers written by Roman Catholics were reporting that Lincoln was born a Roman
Catholic, and they called him a “renegade” and an “apostate.” At the time he laughed it
off, but its persistence troubled him. Chiniquy replied that it was obvious the Vatican
was setting him up. The articles, he said, were Lincoln’s death sentence. Rome was
attempting to brand Lincoln with the mark of apostasy, to inspire fanatical Catholics to
plot to murder him as an object of apostasy and evil.
The Roman Catholic hierarchy was on the side of the South and wanted to destroy
the Protestant North. Lincoln told Chiniquy, “It is more against the pope of Rome, his
perfidious Jesuits and their blind and blood-thirsty slaves, than against the real American
Protestants that we have to defend ourselves.”
In retrospect, setting up the assassination of Lincoln, Pope Pius IX wrote a letter
to Jefferson Davis of the Confederacy calling him “the illustrious and honorable
President of the Confederate States.” The letter meant that Lincoln would have to give an
account to God for fighting against a man and government approved by the pontiff, the
“vicar of Christ” on earth. This meant Lincoln was anathema, ex-communicated, because
he was fighting against a government endorsed by the “infallible and holy pope of
Rome.”
Subsequently, knowing of the growing plot against him, Lincoln went to the Ford
theater with his wife, April 14, 1865, and was gunned down by John Wilkes Booth, an
actor and devout Roman Catholic who cried out “Sic simper tyrannis” – “Thus always to
tyrants,” and fled the scene. He was later caught and killed, along with other
collaborators and fellow Catholic conspirators involved in the plot.
Chiniquy spent twenty years researching the assassination, later, and told the
American people that “the President Abraham Lincoln was assassinated by the Jesuits of
Rome.”
Now, today, the Jesuits are completely enthroned at the Vatican in the person of
Pope Francis, the first Jesuit pope in history.
Kennedy and the CIA
Eisenhower had authorized the assassination of Fidel Castro. When that didn't
work out, he authorized an invasion of Cuba that came to fruition right after Kennedy
became president, the Bay of Pigs. As the plot fell apart in the first minutes of the
invasion, the CIA and some elements of the military tried to get Kennedy to commit U.S.
Air Force, Naval and Army resources. He thought they were all out of their minds and
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realized he had made a terrible mistake by keeping Dulles – who was completely senile
by then – in office.
At White House meetings the next day, Kennedy fended off more pleas that he
send U.S. forces to support the Bay of Pigs invaders. The strongest came from his chief
of naval operations, Admiral Arleigh Burke, who came into the Oval Office late in the
evening with an equally agitated [CIA official Richard] Bissell.
"Let me take two jets and shoot down this enemy aircraft," Burke pleaded.
"No," Kennedy replied. "I don't want to get the United States involved with this."
"Can I not send in an airstrike?"
"No."
"Can we send in a few planes?"
"No, because they could be identified as United States."
"Can we paint out their numbers?"
"No."
Grasping for options, Burke asked if Kennedy would authorize artillery attacks on
Cuban forces from American destroyers. The answer was the same: "No."
Later that day Kennedy told an aide, "I probably made a mistake keeping Allen
Dulles."
More than one hundred of the invaders had died. Most of the rest were rounded up
and imprisoned. For Castro it was a supreme, ecstatic triumph. Kennedy was staggered.
"How can I have been so stupid?" he wondered aloud.
Others were equally stunned. Criticism of the CIA, in both the press and
Congress, rose to unprecedented intensity. Allen was not spared. The cover story in Time,
headlined "The Cuba Disaster," questioned his very concept of intelligence.
If Allen had not yet confronted the implications of the Bay of Pigs disaster,
Kennedy had. In private he cursed "CIA bastards" for luring him into it, and wished he
could "splinter the CIA into a thousand pieces and scatter it into the winds."
He should have. America would have been much better off. But all he did was fire
Dulles, too late to prevent the horrors the Dulles brothers committed in our names in
Guatemala, Iran, Indonesia, Vietnam, not to mention the Congo and Cuba. Yesterday
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another CIA chief – and another failed Republican scumbag who was foolishly held over
by a Democratic president.
John F. Kennedy famously described his desire to “splinter the CIA into a
thousand pieces and scatter it into the winds” after the disastrous Bay of Pigs invasion of
Cuba. Peter Kornbluh points out in his book Bay of Pigs Declassified that the State
Department at that same time proposed the CIA be stripped of its covert action capacity
and renamed. However, the CIA escaped any serious repercussions – partly because, as
Kornbluh explains, the CIA’s then-director, John McCone, made sure that most of the
copies of a damning report on the Bay of Pigs by the agency’s own inspector general
were literally burned.
The Assassination of John F. Kennedy
In America many believe there was a conspiracy to kill President J.F. Kennedy in
1963. He was not assassinated by Oswald, as the politicians claim, but by shots fired
from a grassy knoll much closer to the president.
Much has been written about this subject in many books and many point the
finger at a cabal consisting of Mafia figures, J. Edgar Hoover (who Kennedy intended to
replace), the CIA, and Pentagon. Vice President Lyndon Johnson stood the most to gain,
and some believe he was also involved in the plot.
It is well known that there was no love lost between Johnson and Kennedy, and he
was not going to be on the ticket when Kennedy ran for re-election. The assassination in
Dallas, Texas, Johnson’s home state, was a day of great mourning in America and
throughout the world. Controversy still rages over the Kennedy assassination. Even
George H.W. Bush seems to be implicated in the plot to kill Kennedy, as there is
evidence he was working for the CIA at that time and was in Dallas when the
assassination occurred. Author and long-time political consultant Roger Stone in his
book Jeb! goes into this matter.
Ronald Reagan and Gorbachev
Back in 1985, when Mikhail Gorbachev took over as general secretary of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, the United States faced a really big dilemma.
Gorbachev professed to be a reformer. Should the United States work with him to reduce
nuclear weapons, ease the U.S.-Soviet proxy battles that were at that point directly
responsible for a number of deadly conflicts around the world and, just maybe, try to end
the Cold War? This wasn't just a major, difficult question: It would turn out to be one of
the most important U.S. foreign policy decisions in decades.
President Ronald Reagan eventually came around to the idea that, yes, he could
and should work with Gorbachev. He was persuaded by, among others, British Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher, who famously said that Gorbachev was a man the West
could do business with.
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But Reagan had to overcome the fierce opposition of a top CIA Kremlinologist
and eventual CIA director named Robert M. Gates, who maintained for years that
Gorbachev was no reformer, that he was not to be trusted and that Reagan would be
walking into a Soviet ploy.
Quite simply, Gates was wrong, overruled by Reagan, and the world was better
off for it.
Historically, the United States would have been better off to use CIA Directors as
negative indicators of action. They are always wrong, always wrong about everything.
From day one, they missed everything important and disastrously misinterpreted
everything they touched. The U.S. and the whole world would have been a lot better off
had Kennedy – or Truman, who had similar ideas – splintered them into a thousand
pieces and scattered them into the winds.
Close Call
John Hinckley Jr. attempted to assassinate President Reagan, in March of 1981,
soon after he became president. It was a very close call. Was this just a “lone wolf”
attempt on the life of the president, or was it part of a conspiracy to get rid of the archconservative Ronald Reagan by political enemies, even in his own party?
The bullet was found within an inch of the president’s heart. It was a specially
designed bullet for use in big game hunting, called a “Devastator,” because it was made
to flatten out and cause maximum damage as it ripped through a body. Its tip was filled
with lead azide, a chemical designed to explode on secondary contact with something
hard. The chemical is a toxic poison. Amazingly, the bullet did not explode when it hit
Reagan’s chest.
Writes Mary Beth Brown, “Many ‘miraculous factors,’ as the president called
them, added up to the saving of his life. And if any one of them had occurred differently,
he most certainly would have died that day in March 1981. President Reagan points out
in his autobiography that most of the doctors that practiced at the hospital had been
attending a special meeting that afternoon: ‘Within a few minutes after I arrived, the
room was full of specialists in virtually every medical field.’ He had turned to the
reporter at just the right time when he was shot; otherwise, the bullet might have hit
directly into his heart. Reagan biographer Edward Morris points out that the limousine
miraculously reached the hospital, although driving in uncontrolled traffic, in just threeand-a-half minutes. And the bullet didn’t explode while Dr. Aaron was exploring for it –
or at any other time since it had entered Reagan’s body. ‘Jerry’s decision [Jerry Parr, the
lead of the security detail with the president that day] to go directly to the hospital was
the difference between my dad living or dying,’ Michael Reagan says in his
autobiography, On the Outside Looking In. Michael also says his father told him ‘that it
was only divine intervention that kept him alive’” (p.14).
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Says Brown, after this close call, “Recovering in the White House, President
Reagan recommitted his life to God, writing in his diary, ‘Whatever happens now, I owe
my life to God and will try to serve him in every way I can’” (p.15).
Michael Deaver, a presidential aid, later told Peggy Noonan, “I know from
conversations he and I had after the assassination attempt that there was no question in
his mind that his life had been spared. He absolutely believed it. He felt the Lord had
spared him to fulfill whatever mission it was that he was supposed to fulfill. And he was
gonna make sure that he lived his life to the fullest and did whatever he considered to be
the right thing for the rest of his life.”
George Bush followed Ronald Reagan as president. The Bush family had ties
with Nazi Germany during the 30’s and 40’s and did business with them even as Hitler
rose to power and during World War II. Some would call that “trading with the enemy,”
but the Bushes were too powerful and well entrenched to be brought to account.
Bush and Clinton
Writes Ben Barrack for the Shoebat Foundation website, “If ever there was a
political ‘odd couple’, George H.W. ‘Felix’ Bush and Bill ‘Oscar’ Clinton fit the bill.
Sure, living U.S. presidents share things in common no one else on earth shares but the
relationship between the 41st and 42nd Presidents respectively, always seemed to smack
of being suspiciously close. In 2006, I saw Bush 41 speak at the University of Mary
Hardin-Baylor and he referred to this relationship as such; he acknowledged it without
explaining it.”
How were these two presidents connected?
Says Barrack, “The catalyst for this relationship being so close may have nothing
to do with America’s Islamic problem but the consequences of the desire to keep the
details of it secret is another matter.
Writes Barrack , “In the 1994 book COMPROMISED: Clinton, Bush and the CIA
– which is still doing very well on Amazon – former Air Force Intelligence operative and
CIA Agent Terry Reed chronicles nefarious dealings between then-Arkansas Governor
Clinton and former CIA Director Bush, who was Vice President at the time. According to
Reed, Clinton allowed the CIA to set up shop in his state, manufacturing untraceable
weapons for the Contras in Nicaragua and much more.
Says Compromised:
“The Arkansas-CIA connection became Clinton’s darkest secret – a secret shared
by then Vice-President Bush, who himself was compromised by his involvement in the
Iran-Contra scandal. Their shared guilt kept them silent and tied their hands as they faced
off in the 1992 Presidential election with neither mentioning Iran-Contra… Reed puts
Clinton directly in the “Iran-Contra Loop”. Both attended a secret meeting where CIA
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arms arrangements, illegal Contra training and money laundering were discussed…
reveals the details and names of all who were involved, including those faceless power
brokers now in positions of public prominence in Washington, D.C.. More than $9
million a week in cash was secretly air dropped into Arkansas, which became the CIA’s
domestic “banana republic”. These clandestine funds were laundered for the Agency and
then used for the development of Arkansas industry… Bush’s sons were involved in a
criminal conspiracy with the Medellin drug cartel in Colombia, a conspiracy that was
being contained by the CIA.”
Declares Ben Barrack, “That part about Clinton and Bush remaining silent with
tied hands can logically be extended to their families (Hillary, George W. and Jeb),
advisers (Karl Rove), leaders in the political establishment of both parties, and Party
leadership groups like the DNC and the RNC. The administration of George W. Bush
protected the Clintons as well. Perhaps no case better exemplifies this than the Oklahoma
City bombing. When J.D. Cash uncovered the truth about Clinton administration
involvement, the Bush Justice Department stonewalled like it was protecting Bush
himself.”
Republicans and Democrats – both involved – both guilty – both covering up the
truth.
Interesting that George H.W. Bush, and George Bush, his son, were both
members of the Skull and Bones secret society of Yale University. The ongoing
conspiracy is so vast that it is international in scope. As William Shakespeare wrote, “All
the world’s a stage, and all the men and women merely players: They have their exits
and their entrances; and one man in his time plays many parts.”
Iran-Contra Scandal
Says Ben Barrack, “The Iran-Contra scandal broke open when an American cargo
plane carrying weapons was shot down over Nicaragua in 1986. Pilots William Cooper
and Wallace Sawyer, Jr. were killed. Damage control predictably ensued. The scandal, as
it has become known, involved the CIA – which is not to be operating on U.S. soil –
selling weapons to Iran in exchange for the release of hostages. An added benefit was that
the funds were diverted to aid the Contras in their war with the Communist Nicaraguan
Sandinistas.
“That official narrative is at near complete variance with Reed’s claims.”
Barack continues, “The Reagan administration circumvented Congress to support
the Contras but if it were to be revealed that the CIA was operating on U.S. soil, involved
in manufacturing untraceable weapons in Governor Bill Clinton’s state, and then shipping
them outside the country, it would become a scandal that would disgrace, neuter, and
criminalize some powerful families.
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“Fast forward to 2010. Operation ‘Fast and Furious’ was exposed when Border
Patrol Agent Brian Terry was gunned down near the Mexican-U.S. border. Guns found at
the scene were traced back to an operation run out of the Department of Justice, in which
ATF Agents instructed gun store owners to sell guns to straw purchasers who would be
permitted to traffic those guns unimpeded into Mexico and delivered to drug cartels.
“Frustrated Americans couldn’t understand why House Republican leadership
(Speaker John Boehner) seemed disinterested in pursuing the scandal despite
overwhelming evidence that implicated the Obama administration in a federal agent’s
death. Based on the accepted version of events about Iran-Contra, awkward comparisons
were being made between the two scandals by Democrats.
“However, based on Reed’s claims, the comparisons were not awkward at all.
They were spot-on. If Reed’s account is right, Boehner’s stonewalling would make sense
if it meant keeping the truth about Iran-Contra in the closet. Ditto the Benghazi
investigation. Boehner began his tenure in the U.S. Congress in 1991 and has long ago
demonstrated his loyalty to the Republican Party establishment.”
And so the conspiracies continue, mount up, spread out, and the powers behind
the scenes continue on their merry way.
“Just another every day conspiracy!
The Bush Dynasty and Hitler’s Third Reich
Brandon Smith of Personal Liberty also writes about ongoing conspiracies in the
United States – even multigenerational conspiracies. He declares, “When one studies
history, all events seem to revolve around the applications and degenerations of war.
Great feats of human understanding, realization and enlightenment barely register in the
mental footnotes of the average person. War is what we remember, idealize and
aggrandize, which is why war is the tool most often exploited by oligarchy to distract the
masses while it centralizes power.
“With the exception of a few revolutions, most wars are instigated and controlled
by financial elites, manipulating governments on both sides of the game to produce a
preconceived result. The rise of National Socialism in Germany, for instance, was largely
funded by corporate entities based in the U.S., including Rockefeller giant Standard Oil,
JPMorgan and even IBM, which built the collating machines used to organize Nazi
extermination camps, the same machines IBM representatives serviced on site at places
like Auschwitz. As a public figure, Adolf Hitler was considered a joke by most people in
German society, until, of course, the Nazi Party received incredible levels of corporate
investment. This aid was most evident in what came to be known as the Keppler Fund
created through the Keppler Circle, a group of interests with contacts largely based in the
U.S.”
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Interestingly, the Bush family was instrumental in dealing with Hitler’s Germany
before and during World War II, because of their vast international trade operations.
Says Brandon Smith, “George W. Bush’s grandfather, Prescott Bush, used his
position as director of the New York-based Union Banking Corporation to launder money
for the Third Reich throughout the war. After being exposed and charged for trading with
the enemy, the case against Bush magically disappeared in a puff of smoke, and the Bush
family went on to become one of the most powerful political forces in America.
“Without the aid of international conglomerates and banks, the Third Reich would
have never risen to power.”
“When I discuss the concept of the false left/right paradigm with people,
especially those in the liberty movement, I often see a light turn on, a moment of
awareness in their faces. Many of us understand the con game because we live it day to
day. We see past the superficial rhetoric of Republican and Democratic party leadership
and take note of their numerous similarities, including foreign policy, domestic defense
policy and economic policy. The voting records of the major players in both parties are
almost identical. One is hard-pressed to find much difference in ideology between Bush
and Barack Obama, for example; or Obama and John McCain; or Obama and Mitt
Romney, for that matter.
“When I suggest, however, that similar false paradigms are used between two
apparently opposed nations, the light fades, and people are left dumbstruck. Despite the
fact that globalist financiers shoveled capital into the U.S., British, German and Soviet
military complexes all at the same time during World War II, many Americans do not
want to believe that such a thing could be happening today.”
The globalist manipulators are still active today.
The War in Syria
It seems as though much of the public has already forgotten that at the end of
2013, the U.S. came within a razor’s edge of economic disaster – not to mention the
possibility of World War III. The war drums in Washington were thundering for
“intervention” in Syria and the overthrow of Bashar Assad. The only thing that saved us
from war was the efforts of the independent media in exposing the darker motives behind
the Syrian insurgency, the terrorist involvement.
The revolution in Syria was also primarily driven by Western funds and arms
transferred through training grounds like Benghazi, Libya. There is much evidence to
suggest that the attack on the U.S. consulate in Benghazi was designed to possibly cover
up the arming of Syrian rebels by the CIA, who had agents on the ground who still have
not been allowed to testify in front of Congress.
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After this conspiracy was exposed in the mainstream, globalist-controlled
governments decided to openly supply money and weapons to the Syrian insurgency,
instead of ending the subterfuge.
The Rebels and al-Qaeda
Some conspiracy-led revolutions are quite real in their intent and motivations. But
many others become co-opted by elites through massive financing, or they are created
wholesale from thin air from the very beginning.
Says Smith, “The Syrian insurgency is rife with, if not entirely dominated by, men
associated with al-Qaeda. Governments in the U.S. and Israel continue to support the
insurgency despite their open affiliation with a group that is supposedly our greatest
enemy. Syrian insurgents have been recorded committing numerous atrocities, including
mass execution, the torture of civilians and even the cannibalism of human organs.
The revolution in Ukraine, however, is run primarily by a National Socialist
(fascist) organization headed by Oleh Tyahnybok, called the Svoboda Party,
Republicans and Democrats
Modern “conspiracies” are often very complex. One might look at the
Republicans and the Democrats in the United States. The two dominant political parties
virtually control the political spectrum in America. Their differences are only a matter of
degree, cosmetic, and not of real substance.
Declares Brandon Smith, “I am now thoroughly convinced that John McCain is a
ghoul of the highest order. He claims to be conservative yet supports almost every action
of the Obama Administration. He is constantly defending anti-Constitutional actions by
the Federal government, including the Enemy Belligerents Act, which was eventually
melded into the National Defense Authorization Act; NSA surveillance of U.S. citizens;
and even gun control.
“And for some reason, the guy keeps showing up before or during major
overthrows of existing governments. McCain was in Libya during the coup against
Moammar Gadhafi. McCain showed up to essentially buy off the rebels in Tunisia.
McCain hung out with al-Qaeda in Syria.
“And, what a surprise, McCain met with the Ukrainian opposition movement just
before the overthrow of Viktor Yanukovych. Why McCain? I have no idea. All I know
is, if this guy shows up in your country, take cover.”
It would appear that the global elite use both opposition sides to manufacture
crises, and precipitate revolutions and wars, for their goals of a New United World Order.
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And so the story continues. Conspiracies, revolutions, and new conspiracies.
And yet, as one explosive book was titled years ago, None Dare Call It Treason.
The 9-11 Terrorist Attack
What about the Muslim attack on the Twin Trade Towers and the Pentagon on
September 11, 2001?
Many 9/11 conspiracy theories surfaced shortly after the September 11th attacks.
Theorists believe that the World Trade Center buildings were demolished by bombs,
phone calls from the planes were made up, and the former President George W. Bush
secretly profited from the attacks.
Right before the September 11th attacks, some fishy business happened within the
stock market and insurance firms. An “extraordinary” amount of put options were placed
on United Airlines and American Airlines stocks, the same airlines that were hijacked
during the attacks. Many speculate that traders were tipped off about the attacks and
profited from the tragedy. The Securities and Exchange Commission launched an insider
trading investigation in which Osama Bin Laden was a suspect after receiving
information from at least one Wall Street Firm.
Furthermore, in the event that a airplane were to be hijacked, the North American
Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) is prepared to send out fighter jets which can
debilitate or shoot down an airplane. On 9/11/01, NORAD generals said they learned of
the hijackings in time to scramble fighter jets. Some skeptics believe NORAD
commanded defense systems to “stand down” because of their lack of presence during
the attacks. This fact also is a puzzle.
The World Trade Center collapse appeared similar to a controlled demolition.
Many conspiracy theorists think that the towers were in fact blown down with explosives
placed in selected locations. Some witnesses mentioned hearing explosions inside the
building as they attempted to escape. Many architects and scientists even maintain that a
plane’s fuel cannot produce enough heat to melt the steel frame of the two buildings that
collapsed. These facts certainly add to the conclusion that there was more involved than
just the airliners crashing into the Twin Trade Towers.
Also, the claim is made that the Pentagon attack simply does not scientifically
hold up to close scrutiny. The Pentagon crash may be the most-puzzling event of the day.
Theorists maintain that the impact holes in the pentagon were much smaller then a
commercial American Airlines plane. They also question why the plane was not shot
down prior to impact as well as why the plane impacted in to a section of the Pentagon
that was vacant due to renovations.
Even the fourth hijacked plane, Flight 93, which crashed in Shanksville,
Pennsylvania, faces skepticism. It is generally believed that the passengers fought back
and crashed the plane in to a field. But is this what really happened? A movie was even
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made about it. But stop and consider. Skeptics believe that Flight 93 landed safely,
while a substitute plane was shot out of the sky. Other theorists believe that the
passengers were murdered or relocated and will never be found. We may never know the
truth until Christ returns!
In flight calls were made from cell phones in hi-jacked airplanes. Scientists and
skeptics maintain that cell phones could not receive reception from the altitude the planes
typically fly at. Other skeptics questioned a phone call from a son to his mother, in which
he referred to himself by his own first and last name.
During the ensuing weeks after the attacks, the black boxes were one of the mostimportant items to find. They were the only evidence in to what happened inside the
cockpits of the plane. Three of 4 black boxes were found and only one was in good
enough condition to listen to. The tape was not initially released but was shared with the
families in 2002. Skeptics believe the tapes were not disclosed in order to support the
secret scheme.
Still other conspiracy theorists point out that commercial airplanes’ frames are
constructed with a very light aluminum material in order to make it easier to fly. They
maintain that there is no possible way an airplane can do as much damage as was done to
the Twin Towers. Theorists believe that missiles or explosives were used to ensure the
buildings collapsed.
Twelve years after the attack, we still don’t know with certainty the entire story of
what really happened on that fateful day. But there’s an old saying, “Where there’s
smoke, there’s fire.” Or, to put it another way, where there is much smoke there are
many fires.
According to some analysts, “The complete lack of evidence is the surest sign that
the conspiracy is working.”
There are certainly many unanswered questions about the 9-11 disaster. Was it a
vast behind-the-scenes conspiracy? The final truth will probably not be known until the
return of Christ, when the hidden truth of all things will be revealed!
It is time we wake up to the totally CONSPIRATORIAL NATURE OF HUMAN
GOVERNMENTS! It is a story as old as mankind, ever since Cain slew Abel, his
brother.
The Great END TIME Conspiracy
The nations today are still conspiring against God and His prophets, people, and
true godly men and women.
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God thunders, “Why do the nations rage, and the people PLOT a vain thing? The
kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel together, against the LORD
and against His Anointed” (Psalm 2:1-2).
In this end-time generation, the nations are once again conspiring together,
seeking to destroy God’s people Israel. It was prophesied long ago. Asaph wrote in the
Psalms, “Do not keep silent, O God! Do not hold Your peace, and do not be still, O God!
For behold, Your enemies make a tumult; and those who hate You have lifted up their
head. They have taken crafty counsel against Your people, and consulted together
against Your sheltered ones. They have said, ‘Come, let us cut them off from being a
nation, that the name of Israel may be remembered no more. For they have consulted
together with one consent; they form a CONFEDERACY against You” (Psa.83:1-5).
Satan is also the architect of the great END-TIME global conspiracy to unite the
nations to fight against God when Christ the Messiah returns from heaven! John tells us,
in the book of Revelation, “So the great dragon was cast out [of heaven], that serpent of
old, called the Devil and Satan, WHO DECEIVES THE WHOLE WORLD” (Rev.12:9).
Satan has always hated God, since he was cast down the first time from heaven in
the primordial times (Isa.14:12-14; Ezek.28:14-18).
The Globalist Plot
Donald Trump has been inaugurated and is now the 45th president of the United
States. But never in 240 years of US history has a candidate for President or a Presidentelect come under such vicious attack by the political left and globalist Establishment in
the media and in both political parties – in an attempt to destroy him and his credibility –
as Donald Trump has.
The globalists, communists, and political left, aided and abetted by disinformation
from the CIA and the Obama Administration, the Democrat (aka communist) Party, and
their allies abroad have fabricated the false narrative that the Russians manipulated and
stole the US election for Trump.
There is absolutely no valid or substantive evidence or intelligence to substantiate
these accusations.
They have also released in recent weeks a false dossier (originating from the CIA)
alleging that Trump is a sexual/moral pervert. These accusations are being reported nonstop as if they were proven fact in the New York Times, Washington Post, on CNN
(called by some the “Communist News Network”), on NBC, CBS, ABC and throughout
most of the Establishment media worldwide. If they could not derail Trump’s inauguration, they hoped to discredit his legitimacy as president and thwart his actions once in
office. The Establishment’s ongoing theme is that “Trump is an illegitimate President.”
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This totally transparent, unprecedented, savage attack against a President-elect
proved beyond the shadow of a doubt the incredible power, influence, and reach of the
globalist Establishment (especially in their wholly owned media) – as well as their
desperation in losing influence and power via Brexit, the potential breakup of the
European Union, the Trump upset, and the grassroots awakening and pushback in Europe
and America.
America has for decades (at least five or six) been ruled from behind the scenes
by a Deep State (invisible) government of the globalist elite – who have worked
relentlessly to establish their world socialist government (called “The New World Order”
by George Herbert Walker Bush, one of its primary leaders). The European Union, the
North American Union, NAFTA, WTO, TPP, the US economic/financial buildup of
China over the past 40 years, the war on terrorism, the non-stop wars in the Middle East,
numerous US sponsored coups and assassinations, and a plethora of false flag attacks
have all been part of this globalist one-world government strategy.
The Deep State has used its people in both major US political parties, in the US
Congress, and in the US intelligence agencies such as the CIA, FBI, NSA and other
intelligence agencies – including British intelligence – to implement their globalist
strategy. The CIA is their major hit team and political (“regime change”) facilitator –
having staged many political coups and government overthrows since the 1960s, and
assassinating numerous heads of state around the world.
The CIA was utilized by the Deep State to as- sassinate John F. Kennedy in 1963,
his brother Robert Kennedy when he was about to become president in 1968, and very
nearly Ronald Reagan in 1980 when he (like Trump) was unexpectedly elected and
threatened their agenda. (He survived the attempt – barely – but V.P. Bush Sr. – one of
the leading and very powerful globalists and champions of the New World Order –
thereafter heavily influenced his administration for the next seven years.)
In just the past few weeks, Rodrigo Duterte, (the anti-establishment president of
the Philippines who has been blocking the US military expansion/ war preparations in
that country preparatory for war with China) announced publicly that the CIA was
planning to assassinate him and stage a coup in the Philippines.
Will the Deep State use the CIA or other assets to try to assassinate Trump (à la
Ronald Reagan in 1980) – since their draconian efforts to discredit him have failed?
Trump and his people know that they will probably try at some point. If Trump is wise,
he will have the greatest personal protection of any President in US history, and he will
dismantle the evil, Establishment-controlled CIA. BUT, shortly after JFK vowed to do
the same, he was brutally murdered. President Trump now faces three main challenges,
according to Don McAlvany of the McAlvany Intelligence Advisor. They are:
1. Establishment infiltration of his administration via key appointments – which sadly is
already occurring. Trump has been conferring closely with Henry Kissinger (one of the
top globalist leaders over the past 40 years), Dick Cheney – the neocon/globalist Vice
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President and controller of Bush Jr. during his two terms, and has appointed a number of
Goldman Sachs officials to top positions, including Secretary of the Treasury –
something he said he would never do during his campaign.
2. Sabotage of his agenda by top globalist estab- lishment Congressional Republicans –
such as Senators John McCain, Lindsey Graham, Marco Rubio, House Speaker Paul
Ryan, Mitch McConnell, and many more who are total lackeys for the Bush family and
the globalists.
3. If all else fails, the establishment will try to kill Trump. They have been assassinating
op- ponents who were a threat to their agenda as far back as Abraham Lincoln. (The
McAlvany Intelligence Advisor, February 2017).
World War III Being Plotted Now!
The rising hysteria about Russia today is best understood as fulfilling two needs
for Official Washington: the Military Industrial Complex’s transitioning from the “war
on terror” to a more lucrative “new cold war”– and blunting the threat that a President
Trump poses to the neo-conservative-liberal-interventionist foreign-policy establishment.
By hyping the Russian “threat,” the neocons and their liberal-hawk sidekicks,
who include most of the mainstream US news media, can guarantee bigger military
budgets from Congress. The hype also sets in motion a blocking maneuver to impinge on
any significant change in direction for US foreign policy under Trump.
The Fourth Turning
Recently, Michael Krieger wrote: After spending some time watching the
recently concluded intelligence briefing to the US Senate, one of the most disturbing and
ominous conclusions one comes to is that the Establishment seriously wants war. One of
the most discomforting aspects of Neil Howe and William Strauss’ seminal work on
generational cycles, “The Fourth Turning” (1997), is the fact that as far as American
history is concerned, they all climax and end with massive wars.
To be more specific, the first “fourth turning” in American history culminated
with the Revolutionary War (1775-1783), the second culminated with the Civil War
(1861-1865), while the third ended with the bloodiest war in world history, World War II
(1939-1945). The number of years between the end of the Revolutionary War and the
start of the Civil War was 78 years, and the number of years between the end of the Civil
War and the start of World War II was 74 years (76 years if you use America’s entry into
the war as your starting date).
Therefore, if Howe & Strauss’ theory has any validity, we’re due for a major
conflict somewhere around 75 years from the end of World War II. That brings us to
2020. Will World War III erupt in all its frenzied horror with thermonuclear worldwide
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devastation because of the miscalculations and ambitions of mad men in high political
offices?
Is the world on the verge of Armageddon?
There are a growing number of signs that the world is headed into another major
conflict. From an unnecessary resurgence of a Cold War with Russia to increased
tensions in the South China Sea, and complete chaos and destruction in the Middle East,
the world is teetering on the edge of the greatest cataclysm it has ever experienced. It
has become a gigantic tinderbox. All it will take to transform already existing conflict
zones into the greatest holocaust of all time is one more severe global economic
downturn. This could well happen within the next 1-2 years.
This puts us on a perfect collision course with the 2020 timeframe.
Conspiracy of the Ages
This vast conspiracy has been enduring through the ages, from one generation to
another. It was prophesied! The apostle Paul wrote of it, “For the mystery of lawlessness
is ALREADY at work; only he who now restrains will do so until he is taken out of the
way. And THEN the LAWLESS ONE will be revealed, whom the Lord will consume
with the breath of His mouth and destroy with the brightness of His coming. The coming
of the Lawless one is according to the working of Satan, with all power, signs, and lying
wonders, and with all unrighteous DECEPTION among those who perish, because they
did not receive the love of the truth, that they might be saved” (II Thess.2:7-10).
We know from history that a grand conspiracy called the Illuminati does exist,
and it is not hard to find it. Satan does conspire, and so do all evil men who develop a
scheme-in-common. The organized Illuminati has existed since May 1st, 1776, and it was
planned and organized by the evil genius Dr. Adam Weishaupt at the behest of the House
of Rothschild banking dynasty. In those days and in subsequent recent history, their only
hope for survival was secrecy.
They hid themselves within the highest esoteric ranks of Freemasonry, the Grand
Orient, the Jesuits, and many other clandestine groups who masqueraded themselves as
benevolent and philanthropic organizations.
Every evil and sinister plan in history, including world wars, was planned and
launched from the restricted temple rooms and gathering places of highly respected
organizations with the vast majority of its own members not even knowing what was
happening! Thus, with a perfect front and cover and the element of secrecy, they were
able to continue their scheme of Luciferian one-world globalism to this very day.
They also had the added benefit that most people are basically mentally lazy and
apathetic. The vast majority of people just do not think and do not seem to care!
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One of the ways that we can know that we are at the very end of the world is that
the conspirators are no longer depending on secrecy. They are now operating openly, and
what they are doing is clearly visible. Why then do most people not see what is
happening?
We have reached that unique and peculiar time that Jesus spoke about when
people would look directly at something and not see it. The motto of today's society is:
How am I supposed to see the woods when there are so many trees in the way? Treachery
is no longer hidden solely in the secret chambers of the rich and powerful manipulators of
the world. Now, treachery has been hidden in plain sight and in full public view. The
situation is not just political or geo-political, in nature, but it is spiritual.
Behind the treachery and conspiracies in the world and modern society lies that
old arch-enemy of mankind, Satan the devil.
Lucifer, the Original Conspirator
Conspiracies exist all around us. They proliferate like dandelion seeds blowing in
the wind!
The first Great Conspiracy in history occurred under the leadership of that great
conspirator, Satan the devil himself. He rebelled and conspired against God ages ago
taking one-third of the angels who followed him in this rebellion.
A fascinating account of the story is provided by the prophet Isaiah. Notice what
the prophet was inspired to record: “How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of
the morning! How art thou cut down to the ground, which didst weaken the nations!
“For thou has said in thine heart, I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne
above the stars of God: I will sit also upon the mount of the congregation, in the sides of
the north: I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will be like the most High. Yet
thou shalt be brought down to hell, to the sides of the pit” (Isaiah 14:12-15).
The term “son of the morning” here is the Hebrew word shakar and means
“dawn, early, light, morning.” The name “Lucifer” is the Hebrew word heylel and means
“the morning star,” in the sense of “brightness,” from the word halal, meaning “to be
clear, to shine; hence, to boast, to make a show,” thus to be “foolish,” “rage, rave, feign
self mad.” Lucifer was a “morning star” who perverted his original wisdom and became
“mad,” raging, perverting his brightness. Interestingly, Jesus Himself is also referred to
as “the bright and morning star” (Rev.22:16). He is the true “day star” (II Pet.1:19).
Here the prophet Isaiah describes what happened eons ago! A mighty angel by
the name of Lucifer, which means “Day star,” or “Shining star of the dawn,” rebelled
against the Almighty God. He attempted to ascend to heaven, to exalt his own throne or
seat of authority above the other angels, called “stars of God.” He attempted to ascend
above the clouds (clouds are in the earth's atmosphere), to rise up and conquer space – to
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remove God from His Throne – to become “like the Most High.” But his abortive
attempt failed. He was cast back down to earth in a massive struggle.
Just how big was this cosmic battle for control of the Universe? Why did Lucifer
want to be "like the most High”? Lucifer was a very powerful personality, a mighty
angel of God.
But his angelic nature, consumed with greed and lust, became a
loathsome thing, detestable, unclean, filthy, vile, putrid, ugly, distorted, misshapen, foul.
He became characterized as a slithering serpent, a vile snake, a detestable dragon.
In the book of Revelation, John tells us: “And there appeared another wonder in
heaven; and behold a great red dragon, having seven heads and ten horns, and seven
crowns upon his heads. And his tail drew the third part of the stars of heaven, and did
cast them to the earth . . .” (Revelation 12: 3-4). Notice! It appears that ONE THIRD OF
THE ANGELS followed Lucifer in his campaign to fight against God! During this
cosmic conflict it is probable that tens of thousands of meteorites in the solar system
were also cast down upon the earth, and that the solar system itself sustained massive
damage, as we see attested to by modern astronomy. For this story, read our articles
“Beyond Star Wars” and “Life Before Adam?”
Peter speaks of the cataclysmic fall of Lucifer and his renegade angels this way:
“For if God spared not the angels that sinned, but cast them down to hell (Greek,
tartaroo, a “place of restraint”), and delivered them into chains of darkness, to be
reserved unto judgment” (II Peter 2:4). These angels had “sinned.” But what is “sin?”
The Bible defines it as rebellion, lawlessness. “Sin is the transgression of the law,” John
wrote (1 John 3:4).
One third of the angelic hosts sinned – violated the laws of God – and acted
wantonly. They attempted to overthrow the Government of the Creator God. They
precipitated violence on a cosmic scale never before heard of or seen! They went astray
from the paths of peace, goodness, faith, righteousness.
They looked upon God as a tyrant, a malevolent dictator, not fit for His office,
not capable of running the Universe. They wanted their way. They wanted their
ambitions – right now! They wanted to seize God's Throne and take over – He wasn’t
running things right, in their eyes. So they CONSPIRED against Him! They plotted to
overthrow His divine Government and seize control of the Universe!
Ezekiel says of this arch rebel: “Thou hast been in Eden the garden of God;
every precious stone was thy covering, the sardius, topaz, and the diamond, the beryl, the
onyx, and the jasper, the sapphire, the emerald, and the carbuncle, and gold: the
workmanship of thy tabrets and of thy pipes was prepared in thee in the day that thou
wast created. Thou art the anointed cherub that covereth; and I have set thee so: thou
wast upon the holy mountain of God; thou has walked up and down in the midst of the
stones of fire. Thou wast perfect in thy ways from the day that thou was created, TILL
INQUITY was found in thee” (Ezek. 28:13-15).
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The God of This World
Satan is the God of this world, the Prince of the Power of the Air (Eph.2:2; 2
Cor.4:4) that has DECEIVED ALL NATIONS – he is “that serpent of old, called the
Devil and Satan, who deceives the whole world” (Rev.12:9) suppressing the truth of God
in unrighteousness (Rom.1:18). He is the greatest Conspirator of all, and he is still very
active and alive, today, seeking to lead the whole world in a final Rebellion against God!
The apostle Paul wrote, “For we do not wrestle against [mere] flesh and blood,
but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this age,
against spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places” (Eph.6:12).
Carnal, unbelieving men are always conspiring for power, wealth, and honor and
glory in the human sphere. Behind them, deceiving the whole world, is Satan the devil.
He is a real being, and the master of deception and delusion.
If you don’t see the evidence of conspiracies, in the world around us, in political
struggles and international affairs, then perhaps you have been brainwashed and blinded
by the deceptive powers that exist, as they strive to make mincemeat of you and lead you
into slavery to do their will.
So what does God Almighty say we should do about it? Notice what the apostle
John says in the book of Revelation about this end-time globalist empire:
“And I saw a woman sitting on a scarlet BEAST which was full of names of
blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns. The woman was arrayed in
purple and scarlet . . . having in her hand a golden cup full of abominations
and the filthiness of her fornication. And on her forehead a name was written:
“MYSTERY, BABYLON THE G REAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS
AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH. I saw the woman,
drunk with the blood of the saints and with the blood of the martyrs of
Jesus” (Rev.17:4-5).

God thunders to His people, ““COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE, LEST YOU
SHARE IN HER SINS, and lest you receive of her plagues. For her sins have reached to
heaven, and God has remembered her iniquities” (Rev.18:4-5). “‘COME OUT FROM
AMONG THEM, and be separate,’ says the Lord. ‘Do not touch what is unclean, And I
will receive you.’ ‘I will be a Father to you. And you shall be My sons and daughters,’
says the Lord Almighty’” (II Cor.6:14-18).
The time to wake up, and come to our senses, and repent of our sins and
waywardness, and to return to God and His laws has come. Seek God urgently in your
life. Don’t put it off. Now is the time to prepare for the coming of the Lord Jesus Christ,
the Messiah, who will replace this globalist satanic empire with the Kingdom of God!
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Prophecy Briefs
The Globalist Empire Strikes Back
Donald Trump has been inaugurated and is now
the 45th president of the United States. But never
in 240 years of US history has a candidate for
President or a President-elect come under such
vicious attack by the political left and globalist
Establish- ment in the media and in both political
parties – in an attempt to destroy him and his
credibility – as Donald Trump has.
The globalists, communists, and political left,
aided and abetted by disinformation from the
CIA and the Obama Administration, the
Democrat (aka communist) Party, and their allies
abroad have fabricated the false narrative that the
Russians manipulated and stole the US election
for Trump.
There is absolutely no valid or substantive
evidence or intelligence to substantiate these
accusations.
They have also released in recent weeks a false
dossier (originating from the CIA) alleging that
Trump is a sexual/moral pervert. These accusations are being reported non-stop as if they were
proven fact in the New York Times, Washington
Post, on CNN (called by some the “Communist
News Network”), on NBC, CBS, ABC and
throughout most of the Establishment media
worldwide. If they could not derail Trump’s
inaugu- ration, they hoped to discredit his
legitimacy as president and thwart his actions
once in office. The Establishment’s ongoing
theme is that “Trump is an illegitimate
President.”
This totally transparent, unprecedented, savage
attack against a President-elect proved be- yond
the shadow of a doubt the incredible power,
influence, and reach of the globalist Establishment (especially in their wholly owned media) –
as well as their desperation in losing influence
and power via Brexit, the potential breakup of
the European Union, the Trump upset, and the
grassroots awakening and pushback in Europe
and America.

America has for decades (at least five or six)
been ruled from behind the scenes by a Deep
State (invisible) government of the globalist elite
– who have worked relentlessly to establish their
world socialist government (called “The New
World Order” by George Herbert Walker Bush,
one of its primary leaders). The European Union,
the North American Union, NAFTA, WTO,
TPP, the US economic/financial buildup of
China over the past 40 years, the war on
terrorism, the non-stop wars in the Middle East,
numerous
US
sponsored
coups
and
assassinations, and a plethora of false flag
attacks have all been part of this globalist oneworld government strategy.
The Deep State has used its people in both major US political parties, in the US Congress, and
in the US intelligence agencies such as the CIA,
FBI, NSA and other intelligence agencies –
includ- ing British intelligence – to implement
their globalist strategy. The CIA is their major
hit team and political (“regime change”)
facilitator – having staged many political coups
and government overthrows since the 1960s, and
assassinating numerous heads of state around the
world.
The CIA was utilized by the Deep State to assassinate John F. Kennedy in 1963, his brother
Robert Kennedy when he was about to become
president in 1968, and very nearly Ronald
Reagan in 1980 when he (like Trump) was
unexpectedly elected and threatened their
agenda. (He survived the attempt – barely – but
V.P. Bush Sr. – one of the leading and very
powerful globalists and champions of the New
World Order – thereafter heavily influenced his
administration for the next seven years.)
In just the past few weeks, Rodrigo Duterte, (the
anti-establishment president of the Philippines
who has been blocking the US military
expansion/ war preparations in that country
preparatory for war with China) announced
publicly that the CIA was planning to assassinate
him and stage a coup in the Philippines.
Will the Deep State use the CIA or other assets
to try to assassinate Trump (à la Ronald Reagan
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in 1980) – since their draconian efforts to
discredit him have failed? Trump and his people
know that they will probably try at some point. If
Trump is wise, he will have the greatest personal
protection of any President in US history, and he
will dismantle the evil, Establishment-controlled
CIA. BUT, shortly after JFK vowed to do the
same, he was brutally murdered. President
Trump now faces three main challenges:
1. Establishment infiltration of his administration via key appointments – which sadly is
already occurring. Trump has been conferring
closely with Henry Kissinger (one of the top
globalist leaders over the past 40 years), Dick
Cheney – the neocon/globalist Vice President
and controller of Bush Jr. during his two terms,
and has appointed a number of Goldman Sachs
officials to top positions, including Secretary of
the Treasury – something he said he would never
do during his campaign.
2. Sabotage of his agenda by top globalist establishment Congressional Republicans – such as
Senators John McCain, Lindsey Graham, Marco
Rubio, House Speaker Paul Ryan, Mitch
McConnell, and many more who are total lackeys for the Bush family and the globalists.
3. If all else fails, the establishment will try to
kill Trump. They have been assassinating opponents who were a threat to their agenda as far
back as Abraham Lincoln. (The McAlvany
Intelligence Advisor, February 2017).

World War III Being Plotted Now!
The rising hysteria about Russia is best
understood as fulfilling two needs for Official
Washington: the Military Industrial Complex’s
transitioning from the “war on terror” to a more
lucrative “new cold war”– and blunting the threat
that a President Trump poses to the neo-conservative-liberal-interventionist foreign policy
establishment.
By hyping the Russian “threat,” the neocons and
their liberal-hawk sidekicks, who include most
of the mainstream US news media, can guarantee
bigger military budgets from Congress. The hype
also sets in motion a blocking maneuver to
impinge on any significant change in direction
for US foreign policy under Trump.

A. THE FOURTH TURNING AND THE
CYCLES OF WAR –
Recently, Michael Krieger wrote: After spending
some time watching the recently concluded
intelligence briefing to the US Senate, one of the
most disturbing and ominous conclusions one
comes to is that the Establishment seriously
wants war. One of the most discomforting
aspects of Neil Howe and William Strauss’
seminal work on generational cycles, “The
Fourth Turning”(1997), is the fact that as far as
American history is concerned, they all climax
and end with massive wars.
To be more specific, the first “fourth turning” in
American history culminated with the
Revolutionary War (1775-1783), the second
culminated with the Civil War (1861-1865),
while the third ended with the bloodiest war in
world history, World War II (1939-1945). The
number of years between the end of the
Revolutionary War and the start of the Civil War
was 78 years, and the number of years between
the end of the Civil War and the start of World
War II was 74 years (76 years if you use
America’s entry into the war as your starting
date).
Therefore, if Howe & Strauss’ theory has any
validity, we’re due for a major conflict
somewhere around 75 years from the end of
World War II. That brings us to 2020.
And now there are a growing number of signs
that the world is headed into another major
conflict. From an unnecessary resurgence of a
Cold War with Russia to increased tensions in
the South China Sea and complete chaos and
destruction in the Middle East, the world is a
gigantic tinderbox. All it will take to transform
these already existing conflict zones into a major
conflagration is another severe global economic
downturn which can be expected to happen
within the next 1-2 years. This puts us on a
perfect collision course with the 2020 timeframe.
B. WHO BENEFITS FROM WAR WITH
RUSSIA? – One of the biggest dangers had
Hillary Clinton been elected was that she
embodied the neocon, neoliberal, militaryintelligence-industrial complex’s burning desire
for a global confrontation with Russia, as well as
continued disastrous imperial adventures all over
the world.
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Many conservatives hoped that, with her loss,
cooler heads would prevail and the American
public might receive a much-needed respite from
never-ending war. This has not happened.
If anything, those in the Hillary-ObamaEstablishment camp have become even more
aggressive and unhinged in their bloodlust, and
appear willing to do “whatever it takes” to start a
fight that will result in unimaginable devastation
for the American public.
First, we need to understand the motivation of
those driving us in this disastrous direction.
Their primary motivation is pretty simple, a
desire to retain power and status.
They can see the handwriting on the wall when it
comes to the disintegration of status quo and
their authority and credibility, and they
fundamentally understand the need to focus on
an outside enemy in order to distract attention
away from internal failures.
Second, we need to understand where we are in
the war-creating process. We must understand
that very powerful interests have already decided
they want this war. To them, this isn’t about
weighing facts and being reasonable, they’ve
already made up their minds. And so they are in
the process of psychologically preparing the
American people for war – just as George Bush
Jr. and the Establishment media prepared the
public for war with Saddam Hussein in Iraq in
2003 with the blatantly false story that he had
dangerous weapons of mass destruction” – which
he did not – and that we were seriously
threatened by these WMDs!
C. PREPARING THE PUBLIC PSYCHOLOGICALLY FOR WAR – Right at this very
moment, we are being sold on this war by the
media, politicians, intelligence agencies, as well
as various other vested interests who will benefit
from war and America’s continuing imperial
dominance abroad. Just consider what globalist
Republican Senators Lindsey Graham and John
McCain, GOP House Speaker Paul Ryan, and
Obama’s Director of National Intelligence James
Clapper have been saying. They are labeling
Russia as our dangerous enemy that must be
punished. Why? Because, they say, Russia
provided information to WikiLeaks, which was
embarrassing to the Democratic Party, causing
Hillary Clinton to lose the election.

This “manipulation of the US election by
Russia” is now the Establishment’s major
propaganda line and justification to vilify and
punish Russia. (It also gives them a face-saving
excuse as to why Hillary lost and Trump won,
and a rallying cry for their leftist cadres.) But
before Hillary lost the election, the propaganda
line was “Russia’s aggression against the
Ukraine.” That was their justification. Then their
propaganda line changed after November 8, but
the target remained the same, as did their
ultimate goal of war.
Wholly unsubstantiated (indeed false) claims that
Russia helped rig the election in favor of Trump
are now the new justification for the coming
conflict with Russia. It would all be absurd and
laughable except that the entire Establishment
and their US (and global) media have jumped on
the bandwagon and are now pushing this line
non-stop. (Just read the disinformation articles
in the New York Times and the Washington Post,
or watch the CNN propaganda.) The irony is
that the election theft they are accusing Trump
and the Russians of – and the “fake news” is
what they were massively guilty of doing
themselves – stealing 3-5 million votes (but not
quite enough) and total distortion of the facts
regarding Trump and cover-up of Hillary’s
criminal and treasonous activities.
CONCLUSION
What is not laughable is the new round of
sanctions against Russia that Obama imposed,
the kicking of 35 Russian diplomats out of the
US, and the US moving more troops and
weapons up to the Russian border – all in the
weeks following the election. Nobody ever said
the Establishment and the political left would
give up easily. We need to understand that those
who want this war will be absolutely relentless.
Their propaganda will not end until they get
exactly what they want. They want to totally
discredit Trump, and they want war.
.
And one more thing to watch closely: The
Establishment has been working feverishly to get
their people into key foreign policy positions in
the Trump Administration (i.e., State Department, Defense Department, CIA, and other
intelligence agencies). Disturbingly, this “join
them if you can’t defeat them” Establishment
strategy seems to be working – judging by many
of Trump’s appointments. He has even appointed
eight or nine Goldman Sachs people to high
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positions in the financial area – including
Secretary of Treasury. Ominous! (MIA, ibid.)

Praying for President Trump
Americans who understand the times should be
praying for Donald Trump and his incoming
administration like never before.
Never has there been a more powerful coalition
of forces, including globalists, communists,
leftists of all shades, homosexuals, Muslims, and
Christian/Jewish/Israel-haters – all aided and
abetted by the controlled US and global media,
than are arrayed against Donald Trump today.
Indeed, all the forces of evil (i.e., satanic forces)
are arrayed against one man.
In 50 years of watching (and writing about) the
communists, globalists, and political leftists
advance their cause, this writer has never seen
these combined forces of evil unite against one
man to the extent which they have against
Trump. They see their entire globalist/one world
agenda (or dictatorship) at risk. Indeed, in the
past three months, they have dramatically sped
up that agenda – as described above. They are
frightened, angry, and incredibly motivated to
advance their agenda and stop their hated enemy,
Donald Trump, at all costs. Having failed to stop
his election and inauguration via the most vile
smear/vilification/character assassination campaign in US history in their controlled media (a
campaign which WILL continue) and via allies
in the US Congress (in both parties) they WILL
try to kill him, à la JFK, RFK, and Ronald
Reagan. All Americans who understand the times
(including the millions of shortsighted Christians
who DID NOT vote for him), should be praying
for his continued protection.
The same supernatural power of God that
(against all odds) miraculously caused Trump to
be elected (in answer to the prayers of millions
of Christians all over the world, this writer
believes) needs to be sought through prayer in
one united voice for Trump’s protection. (This
writer actually knows Christians in the
Philippines, Singapore, Nepal, and India who are
seriously praying at this time for his protection.)
As this writer has written in recent months,
Trump was an unlikely person to be suddenly
thrust into the Presidency of the United States.
But he is tough, he is independent, he is very

smart, and he is not afraid to take on the
combined and evil forces of the globalists, the
political left, and Islam. His election, in this
writer’s strong opinion, was because the God of
the Bible, in His mercy, decided to give America
another chance – or at least more time to get its
act together. And if America gets another chance
at freedom, then so do the freedom-loving
peoples all over the world who are also
threatened by the globalist agenda. Trump is
pro-Christian, pro-freedom, pro-Israel, and loves
America – the direct opposite of our recent
communist/Muslim president.
Early on, this writer would have chosen a more
doctrinaire conservative candidate like Rand
Paul or Ben Carson (neither of which ever had a
chance).
But this writer believes that the God of the Bible
had more to do with raising up Trump for just
such a time as this – as He did Joseph, Gideon,
David, and Esther in times of crisis in the Old
Testament – than most people would suppose.
At least America now has a chance to turn back
from the brink of destruction we had arrived at
under Obama, and the total collapse of freedom
that was virtually guaranteed under Hillary
Clinton.
We need to be praying by the millions not only
for his protection, but also for his success in
fighting back against the forces of evil – for his
wisdom, for God’s guidance and discernment,
for good and tough people to be surrounding
him, for success in fighting back against the
globalist establishment, against their presstitute
media, and the forces that have systematically
been destroying our freedom over the past 60
years.
Throughout the campaign, since the election and
from this point forward, all the forces of hell
have been and will be fighting back against him
– some even from within his own administration
and the Republican Party.
This writer has long felt that America is as much
(or more) in a spiritual battle as in a political
battle. Lovers of freedom, of traditional
American values, of the Constitution, of
America’s now largely abandoned Christian
heritage and foundation – need to fight back on
both levels, spiritual and political. As JFK said:
“If not now, then when? If not us, then who?”
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We can(and should) all be praying for Trump’s
protection and success in rolling back the forces
of evil in our country – who were very close to
total control.

28-meter tall replica of the arch was created last
year by the Institute for Digital Archeology, a
joint project of Oxford and Harvard universities,
and has been displayed twice before.

As II Chronicles 7: 14 says: “If my people, who
are called by my name, will humble themselves,
and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their
wicked ways, then will I hear from heaven and
will forgive their sin and will heal their land.”

“The replica was erected for the opening of the
World Government Summit that opened on
Sunday in Dubai.”

How does this apply to America’s present
political situation and spiritual condition? It is
worth pondering! (McAlvany Intelligence
Advisor, February 2017).

The ‘Arch Of Baal’ Was Displayed
For The Third Time In Honor Of
‘The World Government Summit’
Did you know that 4,000 world leaders from 130
different countries gathered in Dubai this week
for the World Government Summit? It was held
from February 12th to February 14th, and it
featured more than 100 internationally-known
speakers including UN Secretary General
Antonio Guterres, Christine Lagarde and Elon
Musk. The first World Government Summit was
held back in 2013, and that one was actually
attended by Barack Obama. Unfortunately the
mainstream media in the United States was
almost entirely silent about this summit, so most
of us in the western world didn’t even hear about
it.
To honor the spirit of this summit, a
reconstructed version of Palmyra’s Arch Of
Triumph (also known as the Monumental Arch)
was erected in Dubai. Previously it had been put
up in London and New York City for brief
periods of time, and so this marked only the third
time that it has been displayed. The following
comes from Breaking Israel News…
“A replica of a Roman arch that once stood in
front of the pagan Temple of Ba’al was erected
for the World Government Summit in Dubai this
week, creating a scene that one rabbi claims
symbolizes the dangerous fusion of Ishmael and
Edom against Israel.
“The original Roman Victory Arch stood for
1,800 years in Palmyra, Syria, until it was
destroyed by ISIS in October 2015. A full-size

In ancient Palmyra, the Arch of Triumph
connected the main street of the Colonnade with
the Temple of Bel. If ordinary people of the time
wanted to visit the Temple of Bel, they would
pass through this arch. And once they were done,
they would pass through this arch again on their
way out.
And of course “Bel” and “Baal” are
synonymous, and both titles can be traced all the
way back to ancient Babylon and a very evil
ruler named Nimrod.
The title of “Bel” or “Baal” seems to have
originally been used primarily for the
Babylonian god Marduk. According to
Wickepedia:
“Bel became especially used of the Babylonian
god Marduk and when found in Assyrian and
neo-Babylonian personal names or mentioned in
inscriptions in a Mesopotamian context it can
usually be taken as referring to Marduk and no
other god. Similarly Belit without some
disambiguation mostly refers to Bel Marduk’s
spouse Sarpanit. However Marduk’s mother, the
Sumerian goddess called Ninhursag, Damkina,
Ninmah and other names in Sumerian, was often
known as Belit-ili ‘Lady of the Gods’ in
Akkadian.”
So where did “Marduk” come from? Well, many
scholars have traced the worship of Marduk all
the way back to the historical figure of
Nimrod…
Traditionally the Tower of Babel event has been
associated
with
Nimrod,
and
Jewish
commentaries as well as the Jewish historian
Josephus both seem very emphatic on this point.
Regarding the Sumerian name Enmer-kar, the
suffix “kar” means “hunter,” and so “Enmer-kar”
is in fact “Enmer the Hunter,” just as Nimrod is
referred to as the “Mighty Hunter” in Genesis 10.
Furthermore, Enmerkar is named on the
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Sumerian King List as “the one who built Uruk,”
just as Nimrod is described in Genesis 10:10 as
having a kingdom that began in “Babel (Eridu)
and Erech (Uruk)… in the land of Shinar.” After
Enmerkar’s death he became honored in
Sumerian myth as the semi-divine hero Ninurta,
and eventually this cult evolved into the great
cult of Marduk, which became the state religion
of Babylon after the conquests and religious
innovations of Hammurabi.
Are you starting to see how everything fits
together?
And Nimrod was the great king of the very first
“world government” in the post-flood world. The
following is what Genesis 10:8-12 says in the
Modern English Version…
“

Cush was the father of Nimrod. He became a
mighty one on the earth. 9 He was a mighty
hunter before the Lord. Therefore it is said,
“Even like Nimrod the mighty hunter before the
Lord. The beginning of his kingdom was Babel,
Uruk, Akkad, and Kalneh in the land of Shinar.
From that land he went to Assyria and built
Nineveh, the city Rehoboth Ir, and Calah, and
Resen between Nineveh and Calah (that is the
principal city).”
So it seems more than a little bit strange that an
arch with links to Nimrod has been erected to
honor a summit devoted to the promotion of
“world government” in our day.
It has been said that if we do not understand
history we are doomed to repeat it. Nimrod’s
world government in ancient times attempted to
push God out of the picture, and the same thing
is true with the globalists of today.
The globalists dream of a utopia where humanity
has been united under a one world government, a
one world economy and a one world religion.
Donald Trump stands opposed to this twisted
dream, and that is why the globalists hate him so
much.” And the globalists understand the power
of symbols very well. The erecting of this arch in
Dubai at the exact same time the “World
Government Summit” was being held sends a
very powerful message.
Even though Donald Trump is now the president
of the United States, the globalists are far from

defeated, and if they have their way all of
humanity will soon be within their ruthless grip
(Michael Snyder, endoftheamerican-dream,
Feb.16, 2017).

Did 2.1 Million Hispanics Vote
Illegally?
An analysis of a little-known study concluded
there may have been more than 2 million noncitizen Hispanics who illegally voted last year.
The Washington Times cites the 2013 study,
which was conducted by McLaughlin and
Associates. A separate, and more recent, analysis
by research nonprofit Just Facts found there was
potentially a large number of non-citizens who
managed to cast a vote in last fall's presidential
election.
Donald Trump won the election but lost the
popular vote to Democrat Hillary Clinton. He
has said several times he believes voter fraud
was rampant. In the 2013 study, 13 percent of
the non-citizen Hispanics said they were
registered to vote.
According to the Times, James Agresti of Just
Facts examined the results, applied it to 2013
U.S. Census data, and concluded that as many as
2.1 million Hispanics could have been illegally
registered to vote.
It is against the law for non-citizens to register to
vote in U.S. elections (Newsmax, Feb.19, 2017).

CIA Plots Against President Trump
Leading up to the resignation of President
Donald Trump’s national security advisor,
retired Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn, there have been
increasingly dire warnings being sounded by
political insiders. After Flynn’s downfall
Monday night, experts again raised the alarm:
This wasn’t just a leak.
This was the result of a behind-the-scenes power
grab by the intelligence community, and their
target is simple: They’re aiming to take Trump
down.
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While the mainstream media gleefully celebrates
Flynn’s resignation, they’re ignoring the
alarming reality at the heart of these leaks.
It’s a threat against democracy itself.
Folks, that’s not hyperbole. It is increasingly
clear that high ranking officials at the CIA, NSA,
and others within the intelligence community
have ignored the results of the presidential
election and have gone rogue.
Critics say these officials have remained loyal to
former President Barack Obama, and have been
working to undermine Trump as revenge for his
promises to “drain the swamp.”
“It’s undeniable that the campaign to discredit
Flynn was well underway before Inauguration
Day, with a very troublesome and politicized
series of leaks designed to undermine him,” The
Washington Free Beacon reported a veteran
national security adviser told them. “This pattern
reminds me of the lead up to the Iran deal, and
probably features the same cast of characters.”
Simply put, this is a danger to the integrity of our
country.
In a sense, this is the beginning of an intelligence
community coup d’etat. Bureaucrats that operate
in the shadows — who do not answer to the
American people — are fighting a shadow war
against our elected representatives.
Even more disturbing, the mainstream media is
happy
to
whitewash
the
intelligence
communities efforts because it suits their
objective (The Horn News, Feb.15, 2017).

White House Fears Sabotage by
Intelligence-Industrial Complex
Administration sources have expressed concerns
that elements of the “intelligence-industrial
complex” are trying to discredit Donald Trump
to forcibly remove him from office.
“I think there’s a point there, and there are a
number of different people on Capitol Hill and in
the administration who I’ve talked about who are
concerned that there is, in fact, this intelligenceindustrial complex that is trying to take out

Donald Trump or somehow discredit him, or get
under and disqualify him or some of his officials
that are working for him,” said Fox News host
Bret Baier during an interview with Melissa
Francis.
“It’s a real issue, and it is something that Sean
Spicer got to right there in that answer.”
Iowa Congressman Steven King argued that the
“political assassination” of Michael Flynn was
the result of actions by elements of the
intelligence community who do not want Donald
Trump to succeed.
“It’s clear that there are people within the
intelligence community who disagree with
President Trump, who don’t want to see his
administration succeed — that’s part of the
configuration of these timed leaks that have
come out,” he said on CNN.
He said Flynn “has been subject to a political
assassination, [regardless] of what he did or
didn’t say to President Trump or Vice President
Pence.”
California Congressman Devin Nunes, chairman
of the House Committee on Intelligence, suggested the nine intelligence officials
who leaked the contents of Flynn’s phone call to
the Washington Post belong in jail.
“That’s nine leakers that all belong in jail,” he
said. “Those nine people broke the law, clearly,
by leaking classified information to anybody”
(Infowars, Clifford Cunningham, Feb.15, 2017).

Coup Against General Flynn
WASHINGTON, D.C. – The purge of Army Lt.
Gen. Michael Flynn engineered by White House
Chief of Staff Reince Priebus, formally the head
of the Republican National Committee in
Washington, is the “Pearl Harbor” for Trump
loyalists – a devastating attack that determines
for Trump supporters that Priebus, an elite GOP
Washington insider, must go.
The concern among Trump loyalists is that now
that Priebus has succeeded in getting rid of
Flynn, his next targets will be Trump top
advisors Steve Miller, Steve Bannon, and
Kellyanne Conway – all of whom D.C. insiders
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are planning must go if Priebus is to succeed in
sabotaging Trump’s revolutionary agenda.
Infowars has established that Priebus is the Chief
Leaker in the White House, responsible for
feeding the Trump-hating mainstream media that
daily dominate the White House news room with
“red meat,” including the demeaning leak to the
Washington Post that Trump is “isolated,” a
“clueless child,” wandering about in a bathrobe
(that Trump does not own), who’s presiding over
a “White House in disarray.”
Priebus, after ensconcing himself in the seat of
power as White House Chief of Staff by
promising Trump that he alone could manage
renegade GOP leaders in Congress – including
House Speaker Ryan and Senate Majority Leader
McConnell – must be made to bear the full
responsibility for mismanaging the failed rollout
of Trump’s temporary immigration ban and for
not containing the controversy over Flynn and
the Russians.
But for Trump loyalists, who are sick of Priebus
packing the White House with GOP
establishment toadies and appointing as “acting
head” agency chiefs still loyal to President
Obama and Hillary Clinton, Flynn’s resignation
was the last straw.
Determined to sweep house in a Priebus-created
White House virtually devoid of Trump
supporters, Trump loyalists have declared war
and are demanding Priebus’ scalp.
Priebus has planted his own downfall, ignoring a
commitment President-elect Trump made to
former ExxonMobil CEO Rex Tillerson that
Tillerson would have the final say in reviewing
the finalists for the top ten ambassador
nominations.
Yet, two weeks ago, Priebus violated that
agreement by taking to Trump directly a list of
15 names of top GOP donors who coveted the
top ambassador appointments as prizes for their
contributions to Priebus and the GOP.
Priebus’ downfall may well be his ill-advised
attempt to advance the name of Duke Buchan on
the list of losers Priebus has pushed Trump to
nominate as ambassadors without so much as
consulting with Secretary of State Tillerson.

According to the White House insiders, Tillerson
was furious when he learned that Trump had
approved Priebus’ recommendations, not aware
Priebus had bypassed Tillerson in the nomination
process. Even worse, without Tillerson’s
approval, Priebus has switched on the final
vetting process for the top GOP donors on his
ambassador list – going so far as to assure
Buchan he has Priebus’ personal assurance that
Buchan will be nominated as U.S. ambassador to
Spain.
Once again, Priebus is setting Trump up for a
fall. Just wait until Trump’s numerous
mainstream media enemies – who are still
dominating the White House press room – and
congressional Democrats realize Buchan is a
failed hedge fund manager and serial tax evader
who owned a company that was part of a lending
syndicate Trump sued (Infowars, Jerome R.
Corsi, Feb.15, 2017).

“Deep State” Wages War on Trump
Presidency
It was inevitable that Trump would run up
against some of those elements of the deep
state firmly entrenched in government. When
he reached out to shut down government
employees from tweeting against him, they had
a fit. When he instructed them to stop
promoting the Climate Change agenda, they
threatened to quit, and ran to the media to
complain.
About 100 statist employees and ambassadors
within the State Department refused to serve
under Trump or Tillerson, his choice for
Secretary of State. Administration bureaucrats
announced to the media that Trump would
honor Obama's last minute promise to Australia
to bring thousands of Muslim refugees from an
Australian island to the USA. Apparently no
one consulted Trump who balked.
But the biggest threat has come from those
within the Defense department and CIA that
are still supplying Syrian terrorists with
weapons, hoping that Trump won't stop them.
The federal government is a massive operation
and the dark side of government is counting on
the fact that Trump can't possibly find out about
or inhibit even a portion of their secret
operations. They are right, especially since
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Trump doesn't know the extent of how deeply
the globalist conspiracy controls the dark side of
virtually all government agencies-what is now
commonly referred to as the "Deep State."
I'm not saying that Trump has successfully
countered much yet, but the fact that he held his
ground against several major attacks from
within government over his refugee order this
week gives me hope that as he finds things out,
he may act to stop them. Remember, this is the
big reason the PTB [Powers That Be] didn't
want Romney in the White House, even though
he bent over backward to accept almost every
CFR-globalist position his advisors gave him.
They knew that a President would see a lot of
secret operations and policies at work and might
interfere, object or (horrors) ask for an
explanation about who authorized it (Joel M.
Skousen’s World Affairs Brief, Feb.3, 2017).

Obama Scheming to Sabotage
Trump’s Presidency
When former President Barack Obama said he
was “heartened” by anti-Trump protests, he was
sending a message of approval to his troops.
Troops? Yes, Obama has an army of agitators —
numbering more than 30,000 — who will fight
his Republican successor at every turn of his
historic presidency. And Obama will command
them from a bunker less than two miles from the
White House.
In what’s shaping up to be a highly unusual postpresidency, Obama isn’t just staying behind in
Washington. He’s working behind the scenes to
set up what will effectively be a shadow
government to not only protect his threatened
legacy, but to sabotage the incoming
administration and its popular “America First”
agenda.
He’s doing it through a network of leftist
nonprofits led by Organizing for Action [OFA].
Normally you’d expect an organization set up to
support a politician and his agenda to close up
shop after that candidate leaves office, but not
Obama’s OFA. Rather, it’s gearing up for battle,
with a growing war chest and more than 250
offices across the country.
Since Donald Trump’s election, this little-known
but well-funded protesting arm has beefed up

staff and ramped up recruitment of young liberal
activists, declaring on its website, “We’re not
backing down.” Determined to salvage Obama’s
legacy, it’s drawing battle lines on immigration,
ObamaCare, race relations and climate change.
Obama is intimately involved in OFA operations
and even tweets from the group’s account. In
fact, he gave marching orders to OFA foot
soldiers following Trump’s upset victory.
“It is fine for everybody to feel stressed, sad,
discouraged,” he said in a conference call from
the White House. “But get over it.” He
demanded they “move forward to protect what
we’ve accomplished.”
“Now is the time for some organizing,” he said.
“So don’t mope.”
Far from sulking, OFA activists helped organize
anti-Trump marches across US cities, some of
which turned into riots. After Trump issued a
temporary ban on immigration from seven terrorprone Muslim nations, the demonstrators
jammed airports, chanting: “No ban, no wall,
sanctuary for all!”
Run by old Obama aides and campaign workers,
federal tax records show “nonpartisan” OFA
marshals
32,525
volunteers
nationwide.
Registered as a 501©(4), it doesn’t have to
disclose its donors, but they’ve been generous.
OFA has raised more than $40 million in
contributions and grants since evolving from
Obama’s campaign organization Obama for
America in 2013.
OFA, in IRS filings, says it trains young activists
to develop “organizing skills.” Armed with
Obama’s 2012 campaign database, OFA plans to
get out the vote for Democratic candidates it’s
grooming to win back Congress and erect a wall
of resistance to Trump at the other end of
Pennsylvania Avenue.
It will be aided in that effort by the Obama
Foundation, run by Obama’s former political
director, and the National Democratic
Redistricting Committee, launched last month by
Obama pal Eric Holder to end what he and
Obama call GOP “gerrymandering” of
congressional districts.
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Obama will be overseeing it all from a shadow
White House located within two miles of Trump.
It features a mansion, which he’s fortifying with
construction of a tall brick perimeter, and a
nearby taxpayer-funded office with his own chief
of staff and press secretary. Michelle Obama will
also open an office there, along with the Obama
Foundation.
The 55-year-old Obama is not content to go
quietly into the night like other ex-presidents
(Paul Sperry, New York Post, Feb.11, 2017).

While several Christian bible teachers have
pointed out similarities with Cyrus, few have
raised the point that a primary part of Cyrus'
divine calling was to order the rebuilding of the
Temple in Jerusalem (Isaiah 44:28, Ezra 1:2).
If President Trump really has a similar calling to
King Cyrus, could it be that God would use this
real estate developer turned President to facilitate
the greatest property development of modern
time – the rebuilding of the Temple?
A Letter from the Sanhedrin

Trump and the Third Temple
The Jewish Temple Mount movement are excited
over the recent election of Donald Trump. They
know very well that rebuilding the Jewish temple
in today's world would be a dangerous and
politically incorrect task.
In their view, if there is any modern political
leader with the guts and determination to stand
behind such a project, it could be President
Trump.
Biblically, many Christians affirm that the
Jewish temple will be rebuilt at some point in the
End Times.
Could President Trump's strong pro-Israel stand
be the game changer which could help lay the
groundwork? What role would President Putin
play in the mix?
The Cyrus Mandate
A number of Christian leaders have been
comparing Trump to the Biblical King Cyrus.
They point out that King Cyrus was a leader
called and appointed by God.
Despite the fact that this Persian King did not
know the God of Israel, God appointed him by
name with the mandate to fulfil God's divine
purposes concerning the nation of Israel.
President Trump, like King Cyrus, appears an
unlikely champion for God's purposes. Despite
the controversies swirling around him, Trump
has though already taken action to re-align
America with important Biblical values (such as
pro-life) as well as making an unusually firm
stand alongside the nation of Israel.

Key figures in Israel's Temple Mount movement
certainly are optimistic that Trump's victory
could be the catalyst needed to bring their dream
to reality.
Within days of the election victory, long time
Temple Mount advocate and now prominent
member of the Israeli Knesset Rabbi Yehudah
Glick, issued a public call inviting Trump to visit
the Temple Mount.
This call was followed days later by an open
letter from the re-convened Jewish Sanhedrin.
The open letter addressed BOTH Russian
President Putin and the new US President Trump
– asking them both to fulfill the Cyrus mandate
of enabling the rebuilding of the Temple.
Rabbi Hillel Weiss, who serves as spokesman for
the Sanhedrin, explained that Donald Trump's
rise to power had ‘made the eternal Jewish
dream a very real possibility.’
Trump's strong stand in support of the Jewish
claim to Jerusalem and the West Bank (Biblically
known as Judea and Samaria) has led to the
Sanhedrin to the belief that he could also support
full Israeli rights to the Temple Mount.
Compared to President Trump, Russian President
Vladimir Putin might seem like an even more
unlikely Cyrus. Many would instead view him as
a potential 'Gog' – one of Israel's great End Time
enemies.
The Sanhedrin however are basing their letter to
Putin on unverified positive reports concerning
Putin's attitude to the Temple Mount. Visiting the
Western Wall in 2012, Putin allegedly disclosed
that he was personally praying for the rebuilding
of the Temple.
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On this basis, the Sanhedrin decided to write to
both Putin and Trump – inviting them both to
fulfil the Cyrus mandate.
The optimism of the Sanhedrin is palpable.
Rabbi Weiss explains: "We are poised to rebuild
the Temple.
The political conditions today, in which the two
most important national leaders in the world
support the Jewish right to Jerusalem as their
spiritual inheritance, is historically unprecedented".
Cyrus or the Anti-Christ
While the Sanhedrin is looking for a Cyrus type
figure to arise to help support the building of the
Third Temple, many Christians tend to link the
rebuilding of the Temple not with a Cyrus but
rather with the anti-Christ himself.
The Scriptures appear clear that the coming antiChrist will defile the temple, but we shouldn't
necessarily equate foreign leaders who facilitate
the rebuilding with the coming anti-Christ.
In his day, King Cyrus helped build a temple in
Jerusalem at divine instruction, which was later
defiled by Antiochus and then frequented by
Jesus the Messiah.
Could it be that God will likewise in the End
Times raise up a new Cyrus figure that will help
facilitate the rebuilding of the temple – which
will later be defiled before the Messiah finally
returns to take His rightful place in the Temple?

Trump’s got the numbers
Jewish leaders have pointed out that the gematria
(numerical value) of Donald Trump's name
equals that of the phrase ‘Meshiach Ben David’
(Messiah, Son of David). These same rabbis are
quick to point out that they do not believe that
Trump is the Messiah (just as well!).
They view the gematria of Trump's name as an
indication of him playing a role in the
'redemptive process' – a role in preparing the
conditions for the Messiah's arrival. What could
prepare the way for the Messiah more than the
rebuilding of the Temple?

It is interesting in this context to also consider
Michael Snyder's calculations that Trump was
born 700 days before Israel became a nation,
won the election on Prime Minister Netanyahu's
7th year, 7th month and 7th day in office, and
served his first full day in the White House at the
age of 70 years, 7 months and 7 days old.
While we should be careful of reading too much
into these numbers, it would seem that God
Himself has had His hand on the unusual rise of
Donald Trump and if so would have a particular
purpose for his presidency.
Could these Jewish leaders be right that Trump
could have a Cyrus call on his life?
Summary
There is great excitement within the Temple
Movement in Israel that the time might be
drawing near for the long desired rebuilding of
the House of God.
While the Sanhedrin is obviously excited about
the rise of Trump and rumours of Putin being
supportive, it is still early days, and we have no
definite statements from either leader to support
these assumptions.
As believers we should none-the-less be
watching these developments, praying for God's
prophesied purposes to be accomplished, and
checking our own spiritual lives to make sure
that we are ready to meet the soon coming King
(Enoch Lavendar, Prophecy News Watch, Feb.13,
2017).

We Must Start Building Third Temple
Today, Say Temple Experts
Using rabbinic methodology, Rabbi Richman
said that it is a Biblical commandment to build a
Temple, as clearly stated in the Bible.
“Thus saith Hashem of hosts: Let your hands be
strong ye that hear in these days these words
from the mouth of the Neviim that were in the
day that the foundation of the house of Hashem
of hosts was laid even the temple that it might be
built.” Zechariah 8:9 (The Israel Bible)
A recent video from the Temple Institute
concluded unequivocally that the Third Temple
will not simply descend from Heaven, begging
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the question ‘Why don’t Jews begin building
today?’ The man in charge of organizing the
Third Temple construction thinks he knows what
it will take to jump-start the process.
Last week, the Temple Institute released the
second video in their “Holy Temple
Mythbusters” series, titled “Falling from
Heaven”. Rabbi Chaim Richman, the institute’s
international director, opened the video with the
question, “The Bet Hamikdash (Temple) is
supposed to come down from heaven: true or
false?”
Using rabbinic methodology, Rabbi Richman
said that it is a Biblical commandment to build a
Temple, as clearly stated in the Bible: “And let
them make Me a sanctuary, that I may dwell
among them.” (Exodus 25:8).
Like any other commandment, it is incumbent
upon the Jews to perform it themselves, and not
to wait for God to perform it for them.
Rabbi Richman’s conclusion is a challenge to
those who maintain that the Third Temple will
descend from Heaven, but it is a strong vote of
confidence for those who advocate Jews move
forward in this endeavor. As the chairman of the
Temple Movement, Yaakov Hayman, is organizing the controversial effort towards building
the Third Temple.
By profession, Hayman manages building
projects. This is the practical way he perceives
the Third Temple: a construction project
accomplished in stages. He described the conflict
between the two opinions, the Temple coming
down from heaven versus man-initiated
construction, as evolution versus revolution. “I
don’t believe the Temple will suddenly appear,”
Hayman told Breaking Israel News. “It needs to
be a steady evolutionary process.”
Hayman believes the first stage in that process is
within reach. “What we need now is for more
Jews to go up to the Temple Mount,” Hayman
urged. “When that happens, when thousands of
Jews start going up to the Mount every day like
what happens at the Kotel (Western Wall),
prayer will just naturally happen. No one can
stop that. It is a natural evolution from where we
are now to where we need to be to build the
Temple.”

Both Rabbi Richman and Hayman believe in
man-initiated construction, but with God playing
an integral part in the process. Rabbi Richman
cited the Prophet Zechariah, who stated that God
himself will remedy the destruction of the
Second Temple by building the Temple with fire.
“For I saith Hashem will be unto her a wall of
fire round about and I will be the glory in the
midst of her.” (Zechariah 2:9).
Rabbi Richman understands this to mean that
God will be a part of the process, but it in no
way exempts man from taking a proactive role.
To illustrate his point, Rabbi Richman gave a
powerful example of man’s action bringing
about the divine will. In 1967, Israel faced a
vastly superior collection of enemy forces bent
on destroying the Jewish State – and defeated
them. Rabbi Richman described this miraculous
victory as analogous to God sending down fire to
light the wood on the altar in the Temple.
“Just as the fire of destruction was man-made but
divinely sanctioned, so too the fire of rebuilding
could be manifest in the very human but divinely
sanctioned ‘fire’ of the artillery of the 1967 SixDay War.” Rabbi Richman cited this as a major
principle of the Torah. “Hashem’s blessings
come about when first we do our part.”
When applied to the Third Temple, Rabbi
Richman sees it as any other Torah
commandment incumbent upon the Jews. “First
Israel must fulfill God’s commandment and
build it themselves, and only afterward, God
brings about the final spiritual touches onto the
structure that they have created with their own
hands, with the resting of the shechina (God’s
presence),” Rabbi Richman concluded. (Breaking Israel News, Adam Eliyahu Berkowitz,
February 13, 2017).
COMMENT: Suddenly, with the election of
Donald Trump as president of the United States,
and his excellent relationship with the state of
Israel, it appears that the way has been blazed, by
the working of Almighty God, for the Jewish
Temple to once again to rebuilt. Truly we are
living in exciting, nerve-tingling, mind-boggling
times! This is one of the final cornerstones
which must be accomplished before the coming
of the Messiah!
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5777, the Hallelujah Psalms
and the Seven Last Years
What is the real significance of the present year 2017,
which is the Hebrew year 5777? Does it have a unique,
spiritual meaning in terms of Biblical prophecy and
the end of this age? How does it tie in with the Trump
presidency, and the changes coming in the world?
What does it mean to your life? And to God’s people
and their witness and work as God’s watchmen?
William F. Dankenbring
This year is the Jewish New Year 5777 and began at sunset on October 2 of 2016.
It is unique and quite rare for there to be three sevens in the same year, as these three
sevens will not be repeated for a thousand years from now (6,777).
The Biblical number 7 is linked to “completion” and is considered the highest
sacred number in the Scripture. In Hebrew, each letter of the alphabet has a specific
numerical value. The Hebrew alphabetical letter represented by the number seven, is
called Zayin. It is noted by rabbinical sources, that this Hebrew letter Zayin, in both
meaning and in its form, has three possible meanings concealed in the year 5,777.
First, the letter alludes to the “return of light” or exposing in the light what is
concealed in the darkness. For example, a U.S. Senator from Utah said on Fox News,
“We are going to shine the light on this corruption in Washington.” This is the allusion to
one meaning of this letter.
A second interpretation related with Zayin [ ]זis that the letter is in the form of a
“sword,” implying that a battle or a war of some type may loom over this year, 5,777,
which is parallel to the Gregorian year 2017. Oddly, the letter Zayin is one of the final
Hebrew letters that when used as a final form in a sentence has a decorative crown that
scribes create on the top of the letter, forming a crown on the head of the letter. The
rabbinical interpretation is that it can represent the “crowning of a man.”
Does this pattern reveal that there is a strange Providence behind the rise of
Donald Trump, perhaps in the same manner of Nebuchadnezzar and Cyrus the King of
Persia, who both fulfilled specific prophecies for their time that was linked with Israel
and the Jews?
Donald Trump is the first Presidential candidate that said he will "officially"
recognize Jerusalem as the capital of Israel. It is amazing to see someone that is not
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afraid to be politically incorrect, and buck a totally corrupt system. Is his rise to this point
prophetic?
Is Donald Trump a Cyrus or Nebuchadnezzar?
Here are some interesting facts. President-elect Donald John Trump was 70 years,
7 months, and 7 days old on his first day of office. What are the chances of that
happening on the Hebraic year of 5777?
Curt Landry, a Messianic rabbi who works to reconcile Jew and Gentile, recently
shared some facts related to the 2016 presidential election that defy random chance.
For instance, 2017 is the Hebraic Year 5777—a year he says correlates to grace
and perfection. And on Jan. 20, 2017, the first day Donald Trump takes office as the 45th
President of the United States, he will be 70 years, 7 months and 7 days old.
Trump will also be the 45th president of the United States. And in the Bible,
Isaiah 45 tells about Cyrus, who was instrumental in rebuilding the temple in Jerusalem.
Evangelical writer Lance Wallnau declared in a blog on his website, “Something
struck me about the significance of this new year, 5777. There are three ‘7’s in this
Jewish new year. Interestingly, the number ‘7’ in Hebrew is the letter ‘zayin’ which
represents both the number ‘7’ and the word ‘sword.’”
“What we are looking at in 5777 is, ‘The year of supernatural grace (5) to engage
the clashing of swords (7).’
“The clashing of heaven and hell will show up in the conflict of ideologies. This
collision of kingdoms has already started.”
In other words, the world is entering a devastating period of WAR and clashing of
swords! Ideologies are warring, and millions of people are being manipulated through
media mind control: sound bites, talking heads, and an onslaught of progressive liberal
ideologies baked into our entertainment.
5777 is the year of the clashing of swords! However, “Zayin” means more than
just “sword” or “weapon.” It also connects with a modern Hebrew word “mazon,”
meaning “food” or “sustenance,” and “nourishment,” both coming from the same root as
Zayin.
Today, God’s people are taking on giants just like the children of Israel did when
they entered the Promised Land around 1332 B.C., in the days of Moses and Joshua.
As God’s people, we should remember what Caleb said in Numbers 14:9, “Do
not rebel against the Lord, nor fear the people of the land, for they are our bread; their
protection has departed from them, and the Lord is with us. Do not fear them.”
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Caleb saw the giants in the land not as obstacles but as bread. Similarly, the world
is full of evil “giants,” today – left-wing enemies of the people, including Communists,
Fascists, Republicans and Democrats. But God tell His people they shall be as “bread”
for us – He will lead us to spiritual victory over them!
In this new year, 5777, God will open up His word to you and reveal a “sword” in
the scripture! As Christians, we must prepare for spiritual warfare!
5777 is the year of spiritual warfare. Jesus Christ declared to His disciples in
words meant for all of us, “From the days of John the Baptist until now, they are pressing
into the Realm of heaven – these eager souls are storming it!” (Matt.11:12, Moffat
Translation).
We are in a spiritual war. The apostle John warns us, “Do not love the world or
the things in the world. If anyone loves the world, the love of the Father is not in him.
For all that is in the world – the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life
– is not of the Father, but is of the world. And the world is passing away, and the lust of
it; but he who does the will of God abides forever” (I John 2:15-17).
Adam and Eve were ignorant of Satan’s tactics. They were blindsided in his
relentless attack. He deceived Eve and persuaded her to go contrary to God’s commands.
She ate the forbidden fruit, and gave also it Adam, and “then the eyes of both of them
were opened, and they knew that they were naked” (Gen.3:7). They knew they had
transgressed God’s commandment – and felt deep shame and fear. And then, as if it were
immediately, “They heard the sound of the LORD God walking in the garden in the cool
of the day, and Adam and his wife hid themselves from the presence of the LORD God
among the trees of the garden” (verse 8).
They “knew” they had sinned. They knew they were guilty. They had failed the
“test.” They had been tricked, and defeated by the devil. Now they had new ‘INSIGHT”
as to their spiritual condition, and were afraid, hiding themselves, from fear of
punishment – even death (Gen.2:17).
Even so, the year 5777 is a year of testing and trial. It is a year of spiritual
warfare. Are you ready to do spiritual battle?
Conquering the Enemy
To conquer sin, and its impulses and drives, we must stay focused on the Word
and Commandments of God. That is why God commands us to keep His law and says
they would be “as a sign on your hand, and they shall be as frontlets between your eyes”
(Deut.6:8).
Or as David said, ‘My eyes are ever toward the LORD” (Psalm 25:15). And as
the Psalmist also said, “Behold, as the eye of servants look to the hand of their masters, as
the eyes of a maid to the hand of her mistress, so our eyes look to the LORD our God,
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until He has mercy on us!” (Psalm 123:2). And David said, “But my eyes are upon You,
O GOD the Lord; in You I take refuge” (Psalm 141:8).
The mitzvah of wearing fringes in our garments, as God commanded, teaches His
great love for us, His people, for they constitute a safeguard against outer temptation by
making the eye a vehicle through which we can constantly be reminded of His
commandments and statutes , “that you may look upon it, and remember all the
commandments of the LORD and do them, and that you may not follow the harlotry to
which your own heart and own eyes are inclined, and that you may remember and do all
My commandments, and be holy for your God” (Numbers 15:39-40).
When problems in the future surround us, and seem to be overwhelming, then we
need to do what king Jehoshaphat did. He “feared, and set himself to seek the LORD,
and proclaimed a fast throughout all Judah.” And he laid the problem before God, and
prayed earnestly, saying, “O our God, will You not judge them? For we have no power
against this great multitude that is coming against us; nor do we know what to do, but our
eyes are upon You” (II Chron.20:12).
And God’s Word came to them, through the voice of Jahaziel the son of
Zechariah, “Thus says the LORD to you: Do not be afraid nor dismayed because of this
great multitude, for the battle is not yours, but God’s” (verse 15).
God says, “Keep my commands and live, and my law as the apple of your eye.
Bind them on your fingers, write them on the tablet of your heart” (Prov.7:2-3).
Lamech and the Flood
As we look at the first 10 generations we see a prophetic pattern being laid out.
The pre-Flood genealogy consisted of the generations of Adam, Seth, Enosh, Kenan,
Mahalalel, Jared, Enoch, Methuselah, Lamech, and finally Noah.
But let us take a look at Lamech, the father of Noah.
The Bible tells us Lamech lived to be 777 years old (Genesis 5:31). Historians tell
us that 5 years later came the flood (7 7 7 5).
The name Lamech means to be low, to be humiliated.
Since this is the year 5777, does this suggest that 5 years after 5777 the world will
once again experience another Judgment, like the Flood? Will the wrath of God be
poured out on mankind beginning in 2022?
If so, then the present year 5777 is a turning point – a year of great prophetic
significance!
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The Shemitah Command
In Leviticus chapter 25 we read: “And the LORD spoke to Moses on Mount Sinai,
saying, ‘Speak to the children of Israel, and say to them: ‘When you come into the land
which I give you, then the land shall keep a sabbath to the LORD. Six years you shall sow
your field, and six years you shall prune your vineyard, and gather its fruit; but in the
seventh year there shall be a sabbath of solemn rest for the land, a sabbath to the LORD.
You shall neither sow your field nor prune your vineyard. What grows of its own accord
of your harvest you shall not reap, nor gather the grapes of your untended vine, for it is a
year of rest for the land. And the Sabbath produce of the land shall be food for you: for
you, your male and female servants, your hired man, and the stranger who dwells with
you, for your livestock and the beasts that are in your land—all its produce shall be for
food” (Lev.25:1-7).
Jonathan Cahn in his sequel to the book, The Harbinger, points out in The
Mystery of the Shemitah, a shocking discovery that the five great economic crashes of the
last 40 years—1973, 1980, 1987, 2001 and 2008 – have all occurred in Shemitah years
(every seventh year) –those God set apart as Sabbath years (years of rest for the land).
Cahn pointed out in The Harbinger, in 2001 (Twin Towers/economic crash) and
2008 (Wall Street crash) both coincided precisely with the exact end of the Shemitah year
on the Hebrew calendar day of Elul 29). This is the day before Tishri 1 which is the
beginning of the calendar of the new Hebrew year (the fall to fall reckoning). What did
all this mean?
Cahn summed up his message by saying, “America is progressing toward God’s
judgment.” According to the Bible, the Shemitah year was set aside as a blessing for the
nation of Israel. It was to be set aside as a rest for the land with no sowing or reaping.
Instead, God would provide food miraculously for the people, as he did during the
Exodus from Egypt.
“However, Cahn points out, if the Shemitah was not observed by the people, it
would become a curse, as described later in Leviticus chapter 25.
The Shemitah Warnings
It is interesting that in 1993-94 – a Shemitah year – the Oslo Peace Accords
signed by Yitzhak Rabin of Israel and Yasser Arafat of the Palestinians on the White
House lawn. This could be referred to as the “Beginning of Jacob’s Trouble.”
The Oslo Agreement, also knows as the Oslo Accords, is an agreement signed
between the State of Israel’s Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and PLO Chairman Yasser
Arafat representing both sides and US President Bill Clinton serving as their witness. The
accords, representing a milestone in Israeli-Palestinian relations, were finalized in Oslo,
Norway, on August 20, 1993. The official signing ceremony was held in Washington the
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following September, with then-Israeli Prime Minister Yitzak Rabin and PLO Chairman
Arafat. This occurred on a Shemitah year.
In 2000-2001—another Shemitah year – America’s economy collapsed, following
the attack on the Twin Trade Towers, Sept.11, 2001. This was another year of horror
and infamy, with the greatest attack on America since Pearl Harbor in 1941.
Then in 2007-2008 – another Shemitah year – a second financial, Stock Market
collapse occurred, which was much worse.
The financial crisis of 2007–2008, also known as the Global Financial Crisis and
2008 financial crisis, is considered by many economists to have been the worst financial
crisis since the Great Depression of the 1930s. It resulted in the threat of total collapse of
large financial institutions, the bailout of banks by national governments, and downturns
in stock markets around the world.
In the year 2014-2015 another Shemitah cycle concluded in September of 2015.
The year 2016 would have been a Jubilee year, from September 2015 to September 2016.
The year 2017 is 50 years after the miraculous Six Day War of 1967 when the nation of
Israel defeated the surrounding Arab nations and regained the West Bank from Jordan,
the Golan Heights from Syria, and the Old City of Jerusalem.
The fact that such a Biblically significant Year (5777) is following not just a
Shemitah, but a year that could be considered a Jubilee year, and itself was 50 years after
1967, a very auspicious year, the year the Jews annexed Jerusalem and the Temple Mount
to Israel, could be considered as very meaningful prophetically.
5777 is the 50th Anniversary of Israel’s reunification of the Jewish State of Israel
with its true capital city of Jerusalem, which occurred in 1967. But that’s not all!
The year 5777 also fulfills an astonishing 800 year old rabbinical prophecy!
Judah Ben Samuel
Judah Ben Samuel was a legendary and prolific German rabbi of the 12th century
who made some astonishing and specific predictions about the future of Jerusalem and
Israel that came true.
Judah Ben Samuel, also known as Judah he-Hasid (Judah the Pious), lived and
worked from the end of the 12th century until the beginning of the 13th century in
Regensburg, authoring a number of books in the German language.
Ludwig Schneider of Israel Today magazine has translated some of his work into
English over the last few years, including "The Book of the Pious – Sefer Hasidim" and
the "Book of Calculations – Sefer Gematriyot."
Following the Christian crusades to the Holy Land, between 1096-1270, a regular
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correspondence developed between the Jews in the Holy Land and the Christian West.
Thus, for example, the rabbis in Worms and Regensburg in Germany knew that Saladin's
Ayyubids had been ruling in the Holy Land since 1187.
At this time, Judah Ben Samuel published the results of his biblical calculations
(Gematria) and astrological observations and summarized as follows: "When the
Ottomans (Turks) – who were already a power to be reckoned with on the Bosporus in
the time of Judah Ben Samuel – conquer Jerusalem they will rule over Jerusalem for
eight jubilees. Afterwards Jerusalem will become no-man's land for one jubilee, and then
in the ninth jubilee it will once again come back into the possession of the Jewish nation
– which would signify the beginning of the Messianic end time."
One jubilee is 50 years (Leviticus 25). It is the 50th year after seven times seven
years, the year in which each person should regain ownership of his or her land. Ben
Samuel's calculations were purely theoretical; there was absolutely no sign at that time of
their being fulfilled. He himself was not able to experience their fulfillment, for it was
only 300 years after his death that the first of his predictions were to come true.
The Mamluks, who had been reigning in Jerusalem since 1250, were conquered in
1517 by the Ottoman Turks. They remained for eight jubilees (8 x 50 = 400 years), that is
to say they were in Jerusalem for 400 years. Exactly 400 years later, in 1917, the
Ottoman Turks were conquered by the British. The League of Nations conferred the
Mandate for the Holy Land and Jerusalem to the British. Thus, from 1917, under
international law, Jerusalem was no-man's land. Then, when Israel captured Jerusalem in
the Six Day War of 1967, exactly one jubilee (50 years) after 1917, Jerusalem reverted to
Jewish-Israeli ownership once again. Thereby, according to the prophecies of Judah Ben
Samuel, the Messianic End Times began.
Ben Samuel was often called "Light of Israel." Even bishops came to him for
advice. If anyone asked him where his wisdom came from he would answer, "The
prophet Elijah, who will precede the Messiah, appeared to me and revealed many things
to me and emphasized that the precondition for answered prayer is that it is fueled by
enthusiasm and joy for the greatness and holiness of God."
But to recap the astonishing predictions: In AD 1217 this scholarly and pious
rabbi prophesied that the Ottoman Turks would rule over the holy city of Jerusalem for
eight Jubilees. Now, keep in mind, he made this prediction 300 years before the Ottoman
Turks seized control of Jerusalem in 1517. If indeed 1217 and 1517 were jubilee years as
Judah Ben Samuel believed, then his prophecy was exactly right, because exactly 400
years after the Turks took control of Jerusalem they were driven out of the city and the
holy land in 1917 by the Allied forces under the command of General Edmund Allenby –
on Hanukkah, by the way.
The rabbi also prophesied that during the ninth Jubilee Jerusalem would be a "noman's land." This is exactly what happened from 1917 to 1967, due to the fact that the
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Holy Land was placed under British Mandate in 1917 by the League of Nations and
literally “belonged” to no nation.
Even after Israel's war of independence in 1948-49, Jerusalem was still divided by
a strip of land running right through the heart of the city, with Jordan controlling the
eastern part of the city and Israel controlling the western part of the city. That strip of
land was considered and even called “no-man's land” by both the Israelis and the
Jordanians.
It was not until the Six Day War in 1967 when the entire West Bank of the Holy
Land was conquered by the Israeli army that the whole city of Jerusalem passed back into
the possession of Israel. So once again the prophecy made by the rabbi 750 years
previously was fulfilled to the letter.
It certainly would be significant if both 1917 and 1967 were Jubilee years, considering
the significance of what happened in Jerusalem on those years. But it gets even more
interesting, because Judah Ben Samuel also prophesied that during the 10th Jubilee
Jerusalem would be under the control of the Jews and the Messianic “end times” would
begin. If he's right, the 10th Jubilee began in 1967 and will be concluded in 2017. 2017,
or 5777, would be the beginning of the “Messianic end times”!
The Number 777
The number 777 is attributed to our God and Father. It is also attributed to our
Lord Jesus Christ, Israel’s Messiah and our Saviour. Written in Hebrew, “YHVH in the
YESHUA Messiah”, gives the number 777. It is spelled:
Yod, He, Vaw, He, beth, yod, shin, vaw, ayin, he, mem, shin, yod, heth
(10+ 5+ 6+ 5+ 2+ 10+ 300+ 6+ 70+ 5+ 40+ 300+ 10+ 8 = 777).
that in itself is awesome enough, but in Hebrew, “YESHUA saves”, gives 777 as well:
Yod, shin,vaw, ayin, he, vav, shin, yod, ayin
10+ 300+ 6+ 70+ 5+ 6+ 300+ 10+ 70 = 777
Throughout the Bible, we see the significance of the number 7 to God. It is, by
far, used by The LORD more than any other number. For instance, God rested on the 7th
Day and blessed it. The Shemitah Year comes every 7 years. The Jubilee Year comes
after 7 Shemitah years..
In the Book of Revelation, the Judgments all come in 3 sets of 7: Seven Seals,
Seven Trumpets, Seven Vials or 7-7-7 judgments. These are just a few of the many
examples.
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This generation, which has already witnessed an abundance of “Last Days”
Biblical signs, will only live through ONE Biblical Year which bears God’s Holy
number, and that will be 5777. What a season to be alive!
Seeing the Holy “777” in this present Year, and the nearly 1,000 year old
Prophecy of Rabbi Samuel of the Messiah’s Coming connected to this year, should make
us be more watchful than ever before.
We are now poised for our entrance into the Kingdom of God. As it was in the
days of Joshua and Caleb, as they prepared to go into the Promised Land and take the
land that was their inheritance, we also are standing on the brink of the Messianic
Kingdom.
Almighty God declares, “For thus says the Lord of hosts, ‘Once more in a little
while, I am going to shake the heavens and the earth, the sea also and the dry land. 'I will
shake all the nations; and they will come with the wealth of all nations, and I will fill this
house with glory,’ says the Lord of hosts. ‘The silver is Mine and the gold is Mine,’
declares the Lord of hosts. ‘The latter glory of this house will be greater than the former,’
says the Lord of hosts, ‘and in this place I will give peace,’ declares the Lord of hosts”
(Hag. 2:6-9).
God declares to our generation, “And it shall come to pass afterward that I will
pour out My Spirit on all flesh; your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your old
men shall dream dreams, your young men shall see visions. And also on My menservants
and on My maidservants I will pour out My Spirit in those days. And I will show
wonders in the heavens and in the earth: blood and fire and pillars of smoke. The sun
shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the coming of the great and
awesome day of the LORD. And it shall come to pass that whoever calls on the name of
the LORD shall be saved” (Joel 2:28-32).
God also says, “Arise, shine; for your light has come, and the glory of the Lord
has risen upon you. For behold, darkness will cover the earth and deep darkness the
peoples; But the Lord will rise upon you and His glory will appear upon you. Nations
will come to your light, and kings to the brightness of your rising” (Isa.60:1-3).
The Crisis at the Close

Year 5777 then is the beginning of the “end of days of the Messianic
times.” This final period of time corresponds to the “crisis at the close” spoken of
by Daniel – a “time of trouble” such as has never been upon the earth in all its
gory, bloody, sanguinary, cruel history (Daniel 12:1). Daniel was told, “And now,
O Daniel, keep all this a closed secret and keep the book shut as a secret, till the
crisis at the END; err then many shall give way and trouble shall be multiplied on
earth” (Dan.12:4, Moffatt).
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The revelation was to be hidden away; its meaning concealed, till the end
times. Daniel, fascinated, was told, “Ask no more, Daniel, for the revelation is to
be kept secret and closed, TILL THE CRISIS AT THE CLOSE. Many shall purify
themselves and make themselves white and be refined, but the evil shall do evilly;
none of the evil shall understand things, it is the pious who understand”
(Dan.12:10, Moffatt).
5777. Five (He in Hebrew) is the number of grace and the number of government.
Seven (Zayin in Hebrew) is the number of rest; it can symbolize a sword, and it
represents the finished work. I believe this year we will begin to exercise God’s authority
and power in a way like we've never experienced before, as we enter into a closeness in
Him like we have never known.
We will see the sword of the Lord go forth into all the earth, bringing down the
enemy's plans just as Haman's plans came to naught and the tables were turned upon Him
as Queen Esther received the favor of her king!
We are on the cusp of the greatest awakening in human history, since the time of
Christ! We are on the eve of the greatest outpouring of God’s Spirit and glory that will
outshine any move of God in history as we approach the coming of the Messiah Himself!
We are also on the brink of worldwide conflict and war on a scale never before imagined
or experienced by mankind.
Daniel’s 70 Weeks
In the book of Daniel is a fascinating prophecy for the last days. It says:
“SEVENTY WEEKS are determined upon thy people and upon thy
holy city, to finish [margin, to restrain] the transgression, and to make
an end [margin, to seal up] of sins, and to make reconciliation for iniquity,
and to bring in everlasting righteousness, and to seal up the vision and
prophecy, and to anoint the most Holy.
“Know therefore and understand, that from the going forth of the
commandment to restore and rebuild Jerusalem [margin, to build
again Jerusalem] unto Messiah the Prince shall be seven weeks, and
threescore and two weeks: the street shall be built again, and the wall
[margin, breach, or ditch], in troublous times. . . .” (Dan.9:24).

How does this apply to our time?
After the Six Day War of Israel against the Arab nations in 1967, when Israel
conquered the Old City of Jerusalem, Prime Minister Menachem Begin of Israel sent a
letter to President Jimmy Carter of the United States, at Camp David, Thurmont,
Maryland, , saying:
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17 September 1978
Dear Mr. President,
I have the honor to inform you, Mr. President, that on 28 June, 1967—Israel’s
Parliament (The Knesset) promulgated and adopted a law to the effect: ‘the
Government is empowered by a decree to apply the law, the jurisdiction and
administration of the State to any part of Eretz Israel (land of Israel—Palestine
as stated in that decree.
“On the basis of this law, the Government of Israel decreed in July 1967 that
Jerusalem is one city indivisible, the Capital of the State of Israel. Sincerely,
(signed) Menachem Begin.”

The decree went forth in July 1967. What does the prophecy say? “From the
decree going forth to rebuild Jerusalem, shall be seven weeks . . .”
Seven weeks, of seven days each, equals 49 days all together. With a “day”
equaling a year being fulfilled (see Numbers 14:34; Ezek.4:6), 49 days would equal 49
years being fulfilled.
1967 A.D.
49 years
2016 A.D.
The next year would be 2017, this very year – the year 5777 in the Hebrew
calendar!
But there is yet a final “week” of years of Daniel’s prophecy.
“And he shall confirm the covenant with many for ONE WEEK: and
in the midst of the WEEK he shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation
to cease, and for the overspreading of abominations [margin, and upon
the battlements shall be the idols of the desolater], he shall make it
desolate, even until the consumation, and that determined shall be
poured upon the desolate [margin, desolater]” (Dan.9:27).

The last seven days or final week of Daniel’s 70 weeks prophecy refer to the final
seven years of this present age, which culminate in the return of the Messiah. This final
week could begin with 2017 and extend another seven years or one prophetic “week” –
counting from 2018 to 2024.
In the end of this amazing prophecy of Daniel, we read that a wicked leader
arises, and he will “confirm the covenant with many for one week; and in the MIDST of
the week he shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation to cease” (v.27).
What is this strange-sounding “covenant”? The Hebrew word berith literally
means “a cutting,” or a “compact, league, confederacy, treaty.” Could that refer to the
notorious Iran nuclear agreement between the United States, the European Union, Russia
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and the United Nations with the rogue nation of Iran?
Notice carefully! The word “confirm” in this passage is Strong’s #1396, the
Hebrew word gabar, a primitive root meaning “to be strong,” that is, “by implication, to
prevail, act insolently: -- exceed, confirm, be great, be mighty, prevail, put to more
(strength), strengthen, be stronger, be valiant.”

“And in the MIDST of the Week”
Daniel goes on to say, “And in the midst of the week he shall cause the sacrifice
and the oblation to cease, and for the overspreading of abominations he shall make it
desolate . . .” The “midst” of the final week would evidently be the year 2020-2021.
In the passage just quoted, the subject of the entire passage, from Daniel 9:24 to
verse 27, is the whole period of 70 WEEKS. The final week, then, must refer to the
seven years (last week of days) leading up to the climax of the SECOND coming of the
Messiah to inaugurate the Millennial rule of God upon the earth!
Therefore, when the passage states, “In the MIDST OF THE WEEK he shall
cause sacrifice and oblation to cease,” this would be a clear reference to the FINAL
WEEK OF THE PROPHECY!
Is this final week of prophecy, before the coming of the Messiah, alluded to in the
prophetic Psalms?
The Hallelujah Psalms
Interestingly, Psalms 111-113 and Psalms 115-117 are called the “Hallelujah
Psalms.” In the middle of the group is Psalm 114, which tells about the amazing miracles
which accompanied the Exodus of ancient Israel out of Egyptian slavery. There is a great
mystery, here. What is the reason for this seemingly parenthetical insertion of Psalm
114, which speaks of the Exodus in the days of ancient Egypt?
Furthermore, Psalm 118 was included with Psalms 114-117 as the Egyptian
Hallel, which was used during the Feasts of Passover, Pentecost, Tabernacles, and
Dedication. At Passover, the first portion was sung before the feast and the Egyptian
Hallel was sung after the last cup. In Scofield’s note on Psalm 110, the Psalm of the
King-Priest, he refers to Psalm 118 also as the last Messianic Psalm.
Let’s notice carefully these Psalms.
1. Psalm 110, which affirms the Deity of Christ and looks forward to the
conversion of Israel and judgment on the Gentile powers, states: “He shall fill the places
with dead bodies” (v. 6). This Psalm introduces the Messiah, and His return to rule the
world. It is like an introductory Psalm to the following seven. Perhaps it pictures the
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Hebrew year 5777, or 2017 – this very year, setting the stage for Daniel’s seventieth
week, which follows!
2. Next comes a group of seven Psalms (111-117) picturing the next seven years
of Daniel’s prophecy, leading up to the coming of the Messiah! The Psalm in the middle,
Psalm 114, is about the Jews fleeing, waters parting, and the earth trembling, in the days
of the Exodus. Could it also refer not just to the Exodus from Egypt, but also to a future
time when Jews will flee after the abomination of desolation?
3. After these seven chapters, we come to Psalm 118, which is the culmination of
the Egyptian Hallel, which is sung after the last cup of the Passover Feast every year in
Jewish households. Psalm 118 is the last Messianic Psalm: It says, “The nations
compassed me about” (v. 10). It pictures Israel surrounded by the nations of the world
and being attacked, but when all appears lost the Lord intervenes. The Psalmist declares,
“The Lord has become my salvation” (v. 14). “The stone which the builders refused is
become the head of the corner” (v. 22). “This is the Lord’s doing” (v. 23). “This is the
day which the Lord hath made” (v. 24). “Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the
Lord” (v. 26). Clearly this Psalm pictures the returning Christ, the Messiah, intervening
and delivering His people from their attacking enemies!
Interestingly, Psalms 111, 112, begin with “Hallelujah,” Psalm 113 both begins
and ends with “Hallelujah,” while Psalms 115, 116, and 117 close with “Hallelujah.”
This makes SEVEN “Hallelujahs”! This reflects the mirror design of the Temple
lampstand called the “Menorah” – the seven branch golden lampstand built at Mount
Sinai. In the Menorah, the three eastern lamps were turned toward the center lamp, while
the three western lamps (in a mirror design) were also turned toward the center lamp.
Psalms 111-113
Psalm 111 opens with the Jews praising God in the “assembly of the upright and
the congregation.” Could this be a reference to a place on the Temple Mount and the
Jews restoring Temple worship in a new Temple of God? Could this refer to the year
2018 and worship being allowed to the Jews on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem? The
Psalm goes on to show the glory and works of God, His grace and compassion. Could
this picture the signature events of the year 2018?
Psalm 112 opens with the people of God being blessed who delight in His
commandments (v.1-5). They will never be shaken or afraid of evil tidings or bad news
(v.6-8). Could this depict a time of blessing and prosperity for God’s people, with the
Temple worship being restored on the Temple Mount? Could this picture the major
events of the year 2019?
Psalm 113 opens with praises for the Lord’s kindness toward Israel. “Who is like
the LORD our God who dwells on high?” (v.5). “He grants the barren woman a home,
like a joyful mother of children” (v. 9). Rabbis have said that the “barren woman”
represents the whole house of Israel, finally being blessed abundantly with “children,”
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with many returning to Israel to rebuild the nation and worship at the Temple. Could this
picture the year 2020? This Psalm both begins and ends with “Hallelujah”!
But then Psalm 114 opens with Israel's Exodus out of Egypt. It speaks of God’s
people fleeing to safety amidst great havoc and chaos and destruction in the world, with
volcanic episodes and great cataclysm. Mountains flowing down, seas fleeing, great
earthquakes. Could this also picture the time when everything begins to go seriously
wrong, with signs in the earth and heavens, and great calamity among the nations, and the
beginning of the Great Tribulation?
This would be the next year, year 2021. Could it be the year when God’s people
flee to a place of safety, when the Antichrist at the head of the New World Order attacks
Israel, invades the Temple of God, and commits the “abomination of desolation” by
rearing up an “idol” in the new Temple of God, a statue of himself, just an Antiochus
Epiphanes did in 167 B.C.! This would be in the middle of the final seven weeks, the
time Daniel referred to as “in the midst of the week.”
This point would be the very beginning of the Great Tribulation that Christ
warned about in the Mount Olivet prophecy. The Jews in Israel who take warning will
flee to the wilderness again to escape calamity and invasion (see the sequence of events
spelled out in Matt.24:18-22).
Psalms 115-117
Psalm 115 then opens with the whole Gentile world gloating, saying, “So where is
their God?” (v.2). Great Tribulation will reign. Global suffering will be at an all time
high. Israel will be crushed. But God is still alive, and His people will trust in Him
(vs.9-13), and He will bless those who fear Him, both small and great. This would
picture the year 2022.
It seems that the world rejoices over the calamity that has befallen the Jews. The
Islamic world is delighted to get the Jews off their mountain. The Antichrist by this time
has taken over the Jewish Temple for himself. He sits in the Temple claiming to be a god
(II Thess.2:4-12). Verses 4-8 of the Psalm seem to be a lament over the image of the
beast or idol that has been set up by the Antichrist – it has no power, cannot hear, speak,
or even walk!. It has a mouth but cannot speak (v. 5); eyes but cannot see (v. 5); ears but
cannot hear (v. 6).
Psalm 116 pictures the profound depth of the Great Tribulation, when all seems
hopeless and trouble and sorrow are everywhere (vs.3-4). The Psalmist declares that
God’s people are suffering “the sorrows of death” and the “pains of hell” (v. 3). Israel
will cry out, “I am greatly afflicted”(v.10). But yet Israel will not lose hope. The
Psalmist declares, “For You have delivered my soul from death, my eyes from tears, and
my feet from falling” (v.8). “I will take up the cup of salvation, and call upon the name
of the LORD” (v.13). This would picture, perhaps, year 2023 and the dire extremity of
the Great Tribulation!
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Psalm 117 has only two verses. It is the shortest chapter as well as the middle
chapter of the Bible.
Does this picture “time” being “cut short” – the days being “shortened” – before
and hastening the coming of the Lord? It pictures the final year – year “seven” of the
final seven years of Daniel’s 70 weeks prophecy, leading up to the return of the Messiah!
This short Psalm signifies that God will indeed “cut short” the time of the end, before all
human life is obliterated from the face of the planet earth! Christ declared, “And unless
those days were shortened, no flesh would be saved; but for the elect’s sake, those days
will be shortened” (Matt.24:22).
Psalms 118 is the last Messianic psalm. This psalm paints a picture of the coming
of the Messiah, Jesus Christ, to fight against the nations who attack Jerusalem and
surround God’s people and whose armies strike from the north. They gather in a place
called “Armageddon” and rush toward Jerusalem, gathering in the valley of Jehoshaphat,
on the eastern flank of the holy city, marshalling together with fury and raging with
hatred for the Jews. But God will intervene, and halt their folly, and Christ will return
from heaven with millions of angels to destroy the gathering armies. Their blood will
flow down the valley all the way to the Red Sea, through the desert to Aqaba, a distance
of 140 miles, as deep as a horse’s bridles.
Notice Matthew 23:39 and Luke 13:35 where Jesus told the Pharisees that He
would not return until He heard them say, “Blessed is He that cometh in the name of the
Lord.” That very statement is found in Psalm 118 and nowhere else in the Old Testament!
Interestingly, Psalm 118 is right in the middle of the Bible. Psalm 118:8 is the
middle verse in the entire Bible. Psalm 118:8 says, “It is better to trust in the LORD than
to put confidence in man,” which is the central theme of God’s Word.
Notice also, Psalm 118 is located between the shortest chapter in the Bible (Psalm
117) and the longest chapter in the Bible (Psalm 119). Psalm 117 is actually the middle
chapter of the Bible, with Psalm 118:8 being the middle verse. Together, they seem to
point to the events of the seventh year of the Tribulation Period, which concludes with
the glorious appearing of Christ!
Psalm 117 has 594 chapters before it and 594 chapters after it. There are 1,189
chapters in the Bible, making a total of 1,188 chapters apart from the middle chapter. It is
remarkable that the middle verse should be Psalm 118.8, thus alluding to those 1,188
chapters. This must be the result of Divine inspiration!
The events that seem to allude to the future Tribulation Period stand out quite
clearly in Psalms 111-117. Could these “Hallelujah Psalms” picture the Biblical sevenlamped Menorah, as well as the Seven Last Years of this Age, prophetically, leading to
the coming of the Messiah? Do they picture the final COUNTDOWN in YEARS to
Armageddon and the Day of the Lord? We will soon see!
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__The Truth about “Holy Garments”
__The Exodus – Myth or Reality?
__Who Was the Pharaoh of the Exodus?
__The Mystery of the Olive Tree
__Once Saved Always Saved?
__Life on Earth Before Adam?
__James’ Ossuary Box – Incredible Proof of the Existence of Christ!
__Should We Observe the New Moons!
__Is Obedience to God Required for Salvation?
__What Is the ‘Unpardonable Sin”?
__Why Did Jesus Curse the Fig Tree?
__The Passion of the Christ
__Is There LIFE After Death?
__What’s All This about the Resurrection?
__The Spirit in Man Mystery
__What’s All This about the Place Called “Hell”?
__Satan’s Fate – Will the Devil be Tormented Forever?
__Saul and the Witch of Endor
__The Parable of the Ten Virgins
__What Is a Genuine Christian?
__The Mystery of the Book of Job
__God’s Laws about Divorce and Marriage
__Is There Government I the Church of God
__A New Look at Moses’ Seat
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The Holy Days of God
__The Annual Holy Days Reveal the Awesome Plan of God
__The Shocking Origin of Christmas!
__A New Look at Easter
__The Origin of Halloween
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__Sabbath Versus Sunday – Which Day Should We Observe?
__PASSOVER – Its Hidden Meanings and Mysteries
__Yeshua’s Last Week on Earth – a Day By Day Reconstruction
__When Should the Passover be Observed?
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__The Mystery of “Between the Two Evenings”
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__Luke and the Passover Mystery
__The Incredible Passover Plot!
__What Is the “New Testament Passover”?
__A New Look at the Passover!
__Four Special Bible Correspondence Course Lessons on PASSOVER!
__ Pentecost (Shavuot) – The Mystery and Significance Revealed
__Pentecost – the FINAL Analysis!
__Pentecost – Sunday or Sivan 6?
__The Incredible Truth about Pentecost!
__How Should we COUNT Pentecost?
__Luke 6 – New Testament Proof on Pentecost
__Counting the Omer – Its Incredible Meaning
__Sefirat Ha Omer – a Key to Overcoming!
__Sadducees Vs. Pharisees – Who Controlled Temple Worship in the Time of Christ?
__A New Look at the Sadducees and Pharisees
__Amazing New Revelation on the Feast of Trumpets
__Fascinating New Understanding on the Feast of Tabernacles
__Secrets of the Sukkah – New Insight on the Fall Festival
__A New Look at Yom Kippur and the Azazel Goat
__Shemini Atzeret – a New Look at the “Eighth Day”
__The Mystery of Hoshana Rabbah Revealed
__What’s All This about Tithing?
__The Sacred Names of God
__Dinosaurs in the Time of Adam?
__Angels, Women,, Giants, UFOs and the Occult – Return of the Nephilim
__Christian-Messianic Passover Hagaddah
__The Birth, Ministry, Death, and Resurrection of Christ
__Is HELL Eternal?
__Is the Cross Christian?
__What Was the Mark of Cain?
__Is the Star of David Pagan?
End-Time Apostasy
__Was Herbert Armstrong the Elijah to Come?
__Where God’s Church Went Wrong!
__Prophetic Errors of Herbert W. Armstrong
__Back to Babylon
__How Are the Mighty Fallen!
__Joseph Tkach – Apostle or Apostate?
__Joseph Tkach – Saint or Monster?
__Gerald Flurry and the Philadelphia Church of God
__The House of Yahweh Exposed
__Apostasy in the End of Days
__Zechariah 11 and the End-Time Vultures
The Nature of GOD
__The Mystery of God – Who or What Was Christ Before His Human Birth?
__What Do You Mean, “The Only True God”?
__Was Jesus Christ “Created”?
__The Mystery of Lucifer and the Logos
__The Genesis Factor – Is God Reproducing Himself?
__The Pre-Existence of Christ – Fact or Fable?
__Is Jesus “God”?
__Is God a “Trinity”?
__The Origin of the Logos
__Did God Create a Devil?
__The Early Church Fathers and the Logos
Bible Prophecy
__Who Is the United States in Bible Prophecy?
__Israel in the Last Days – Is America Ephraim or Manasseh?
__Noah’s Universal Flood – a Warning to Our Generation?
__Coming: A Modern Roman Empire?
__Panorama of Prophecy
__What Is the “Mark” of the Beast?
__Will the Messiah Return in a “Jubilee Year”?
__ China Taking Over Panama Canal & America in Prophecy
__Babylon the Great and the New World Order
__”END OF DAYS” – Incredible New Insight on End-Time Prophecy
__Where Are the Seven Churches of Revelation?
__The Last Days: Daniel 7 and the New World Order
__Daniel’s 2300 day Prophecy
__Daniel 8 and the End of Days
__Daniel 9 – Amazing PROOF Christ is the Promised Messiah!
__A New Look at Daniel 11
__Daniel 11 – FINAL Warning
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__ Daniel’2 1260, 1290, and 1335 Days
__The Book of Revelation Decoded
__God’s Mysterious 6,000 Year Plan
__Far Beyond STAR WARS!
__A New Look at Bible Chronology and Prophecy
__Armageddon – How Much Longer?
__The “Time of Jacob’s Troubles” – Have They Begun?
__Planet “X” and Worlds in Collision!
__Who Is the 144,000 of Revelation?
__Who Are the Two Witnesses?
__Spiritual Breakthrough – Awesome Power of Faith, Prayer and Fasting
__Meditation – Hidden Key to Spiritual Growth
__2012 and Beyond – End-Time Prophecies
__America at the Crossroads – Have We Passed the Point of No Return?
__Rothschild’s Choice – a Shocking Look at “Conspiracy Theory”
__The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse Ride Forth
__Simon Magus and the Greatest Conspiracy of All Time
__Sign of the Unicorn – Who is the Tribe of End-time Manasseh?
__Isaac Newton and the End-Time Prophecies of Daniel
__The Quartodeciman Passover Controversy and the Early Church\
__Was the “Lord’s Supper” Really the Passover?
__“How Can I Become a True Christian?”
__Countdown to the Messiah – How Much Longer?
__The 70 Years, Jubilee Cycles, Daniel’s 2300 Days, and Seven Times Prophecies
__How Many Times Did Peter Deny Christ?
__How Many Thieves Were Crucified with Christ?
__Whatever Happened to Enoch and Elijah?
__Mysteries of the Great Pyramid of Gizah
__What Is the Doctrine of the Antichrist?
__The Tribe of Dan and the Antichrist\
__Masonic Symbols and the Origin of America’s Great Seal
__Prophecy from the Zohar
__Just What Is Jewish “Kaballah”?
__Nimrod and the Tower of Babel Cataclysm
__Just Who Are the Modern Jewish People?
__The History of Apostasy and the Perfect Storm
__Origin of the 360 Day Year
__40 Proofs on Counting Pentecost
__What Do You Mean, “Born Again”?
__Seven Proofs the Lord’s Supper Is NOT the Passover!
__Apollyon Rising, 2012 and the End of Time
__Should Christians Wear Make Up and Cosmetics?
__Hannukah and the Abomination of Desolation
New Articles
__As It Was in the Days of Noah -- The 120 Years Prophecy Revealed
__2012, Quetzalcoatl, and the Wrath of Satan
__Is God Giving Us 15 Extra Years?
__The Stunning Future of America Revealed by the Isaiah 9:10 Effect
__Is the Antichrist Here Today?
__Who Will Win the White House -- Mitt Romney and the White Horse Prophecy
__Judgment Day – the 390 Day Prophecy
__Will the Antichrist be the Son of a Harlot?
__Traitors, Treason and the Enemy Within
__Should a Christian Vote?
__Is the Law of God Still in Force Today?
__Barack Obama’s Faustian Bargain with the Devil
__Cry for America, the Beloved Country!
__Daniel’s Image, the Four Beasts and the “King of Assyria”
__The Power of Living Faith
__Ancient Chronology and End-Time Prophecy
__A Voice in the Wilderness
__If John the Baptist Were Here Today
__”Elijah Shall Come and Restore All Things”
__The Astonishing Life of David
__Repentance and the Thirteen Attributes of God
__Signs of the Antichrist!
__God’s Holy Days or Pagan Holidays – Which?
__Mystery of the Shemitah and God’s Judgment on America in Heraldry and Prophecy
__The Muslim Invasion and the Growing Darkness
__Obama’s American Subversion – How Much Time Is Left?
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Annual Holy Days for 2017
2017 Spring Festivals
NEW MOON CERTAIN.
LUNACAL Forecast:The New Moon first appears on Wednesday 29th March 2017
between 18:45 and 19:04 and fades between 20:02 and 20:30
provided that it is not cloudy. It is very easy to see, ease of
visibility 2.3. Probability of visibility, 100.00% of testimony
100.00%.
GVM (Global Visibility Map) shows crescent visible as far
East as China and Philippines. Western USA evening before.
AVIV New Moon - Eve Wednesday 29th March
Nisan 1 – Thursday 30th March
Nisan 14 – Passover Seder – Wednesday 12th April
Nisan 15 – 1st Day Unleavened Bread – Thursday 13th April
Nisan 16 – Omer Count Begins – Friday 14th April
Nisan 21 – 7th Day Unleavened Bread – Wedn’sday 19th April
Pentecost – Shavuot – Friday 2nd June

2017 Autumn Festivals
NEW MOON CERTAIN.
LUNACAL Forecast:The New Moon first appears on Thursday 21st September 2017
between 18:33 and 19:38 provided that it is not cloudy. It is not
difficult to see, ease of visibility 0.8. Probability of visibility,
83% of testimony 97%.
GVM (Global Visibility Map) shows crescent visible as far
East as China and Philippines.
TISHRI New Moon - Eve Thursday 21st September
Tishri 1 – Trumpets – Friday 22nd September
Tishri 10 – Atonement – Sunday 1st October
Tishri 15 – 1st Day Tabernacles – Friday 6th October
Tishri 22 – Shemini Atzeret – Friday 13th October
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Where Is the United
States of America in
Bible Prophecy?
Is the United States really mentioned in the Bible? If so, under what name? What
is the real evidence of our national heraldic emblems and symbols? Where do we really
come from? Could we be totally ignored?
Millions have been mystified, and perplexed about our ancient pedigree. Believe
it or not, the ancestors of the English speaking peoples of the world are found throughout
the pages of Scripture. But our true IDENTITY has been SEALED – hidden from view
for thousands of years!
Who are we – really? How has this knowledge been lost through the centuries?
What is the astounding evidence of our true national identity? Where do we fit in the
pages of Holy Writ?
The world has been in TOTAL ignorance of the amazing prophecies in the Bible
about America! The whole book of Hosea the prophet FOCUSES on this people!
America now stands IDENTIFIED in the world today as largely the birthright tribe of
ancient Israel known as Ephraim, son of Joseph! Great Britain stands identified as the
people of Manasseh, Ephraim’s older brother! Here is the astounding Biblical PROOF!

□

Yes, by all means, send me
your new book at $20 per copy, and
$5 for postage. Please send _____
copies. Enclosed is ____________.
Name_________________________
Address_______________________
City__________________________
State______Zip_______
Send orders to:
Triumph Prophetic Ministries
PO Box 842
Omak WA 98841
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The Secrets of God’s
Amazing Holy Days
The annual Festivals and Holy Days of God are revealed in the Scriptures – yet few Christians
observe them and follow pagan holidays like Christmas and Easter and Halloween instead! Isn’t this
preposterous and nonsensical? Why do most Christians observe Christmas and Easter? Why did the
church stop observing the Biblical holidays and replace them with PAGAN days which come out of
Babylon and ancient Egypt? What is the real MEANING behind the Holy Days of God? What significance
do they have for both Christians and Jews?
Does it really matter when we observe God’s annual Holy Days? Does it matter if we are just a
few days off? There is an old saying, “Close only counts in horseshoes and hand grenades.” But does it
really matter if we get God’s days right? The Word of God does tell we should observe His annual Feast
Days as “holy days to the Lord” (see Leviticus 23). The Biblical holy days are obviously based on the
Biblical calendar – the original calendar God gave to Moses and Israel.

The Secrets of God’s Calendar
Does it really matter when we observe God’s annual Holy Days? Does it matter if we are just a few days
off? There is an old saying, “Close only counts in horseshoes and hand grenades.” But does it really
matter if we get God’s days right? The Word of God does tell we should observe His annual Feast Days as
“holy days to the Lord” (see Leviticus 23). The Biblical holy days are obviously based on the Biblical
calendar – the original calendar God gave to Moses and Israel.

What is God’s REAL Name?
God revealed His Name to Moses at the burning bush, but over the centuries its correct pronunciation has
been hidden from view, lost, and today it is considered “unknown” by many and controversial by others.
What is God’s TRUE revealed Name? Can we really know His Name?

□ Yes, by all means, please send me the new book Mystery of the Holy Days. $20.00
□ Please send me The Mystery of God’s Calendar. $18.00,
□ Please send me The Mystery of God’s Name. $15.00. Add $4 per book for postage.
Name_______________________________________
Address_____________________________________
City__________________State_____Zip code______
Country_________________________________
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Letters from Our Readers
“Bill, Cappy, and all our brothers and sisters in
the faith once delivered.
“Just to let you all know that we are still in the
land of the living. We in South Africa are now
21 years into the rule of the ANC. And things
have not got better. The country has completely
fallen apart. The roads are in a pathetic state,
potholes everywhere. And nothing gets fixed.
Corruption is rife, and again nothing gets done
about it. Apartheid is now worse than when the
Nationalist Government was in power.
“Service delivery is non existent , again nothing
gets done to rectify the problems. Jobs for whites
are hard to come by, but if you are black ‘no
problem’. Beki Seli chief of police was taken
out of his position, and given the job of minister
of Agriculture!!!
“Crime is rampant, again nothing gets done
about it. South African Airways get bailed out
every year to the tune of R4.7 billion Yes R4.7
billion, for salaries for 11,044 people. so each
employee earns R35.464.20 per month. And fuel
and maintenance not in the R4.7 billion figure
!!!!
“I do not believe the cleaning crew do not get
R35.464.20 per month, so heaven alone knows
what the top salary is the CEO gets.
“I can go on and on telling you what is going on
in this country, but there is no answer to fix the
problem, and the ANC have said they will be in
power till Yeshua returns. I believe that there is
still a while to go, till He returns as the true
message has not gone out to the world as the
word states ‘this message (the true message)
shall go out to the whole world, and then the end
will come). To my knowledge, the world is still
living in ‘the dark ages’.
“Passover is coming up this year. Exodus 12:48
states ‘no uncircumcised person may partake of
the Passover.’ I have not heard any minister in
the Churches of God mention this. I cannot see
anywhere in the scriptures where this done away
with. Can you give me your insight into this

requirement??? Abraham was 99 when he was
circumcised, and Paul had Timothy Circumcised
immediately he heard that his mother was
Jewish.
“I must thank you for the Prophecy Flashes that
you send us. Many, many thanks. We learn so
much from your input!!
“Regards to both you and Cappy and all of our
brothers and sisters in the one and only TRUE
faith, Love you all.”
-- Brian and Ann Slabbert and
Anthony Abrahams, South Africa
COMMENT: Circumcision of the flesh is not
necessary to be a Christian. Paul makes it very
plain, the New Covenant requires circumcision
of the heart, not the flesh. See my article on “Is
Circumcision Necessary for Salvation?”
*
*
*
“Attached you will find a list of the potential
New Moons and Holy Days for 2017. It is
interesting that the New Moons of both ‘ABIB’
and ‘TISHRI’ are certain in 2017 which means
that all the Holy Days are certain also.
“As I was checking through the document
earlier, I realized that once again we can see very
clearly that the ‘Calculated/Fixed’ Jewish
calendar is in error for the month of "ABIB".
You can easily check this out for yourselves and
don't just take my word for it.
“All you do is find out the time of Astronomical
New Moon (Conjunction) in March 2017. You
can get this from the internet (simply google it)
or even a Roman calendar or a diary. The time
given will usually be in GMT or Universal time.
Then add 2 hours to this to bring you to
Jerusalem time for the conjunction.
“Astronomical New Moon (Conjunction) =
Tuesday 28th March 02 Hours 57 Minutes GMT
plus 02 Hours Equals Jerusalem time Tuesday
28th March 04 Hours 57 Minutes = Conjunction
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But wait a minute! The ‘Fixed’ Jewish calendar
has the 1st day of ‘ABIB’ beginning Monday
evening 27th March around 1900 Hours (700pm
-Sunset). This is about 10 hours before the actual
conjunction which is a logical and scientific
impossibility, thus PROVING the inaccuracy
and unreliability of the ‘Fixed’ calendar even
though it is very close, within 2 days. I asked
myself the question about 16 or 17 years ago, ‘Is
this good enough?’ and came back with the
answer to myself almost immediately, ‘NO!’
“I truly believe that it won't be too much longer
to wait until the Rabbinic Jews get their act
together and begin observing New Moons once
again as their forefathers did during Temple
times.”
- Nick Wood, England
“How are you and Cappy getting on?
everything is fine.

Hope

“We are living in dangerous times. In fact we
are at the edge of the ten toes. Christ is coming
soon. I never thought that it would happen in
our time. Praise the Lord. Anyway there is
nothing to fear as our God is the One who is in
control in heaven and earth.”
-- Edmund Chin, New Zealand
“I have never seen this country so divided after a
presidential election. It seems like the losers in
this presidential election will not admit defeat. I
wonder if Matthew 12:25 could apply to this
country now and in the near future.
“I was well pleased with this presidential
election because it was the first time the man I
voted for won. I guess I started voting wrong
when I voted for Barry Goldwater.
“It seems like the impostor is or was doing every
thing possible to start a war with Russia. In my
whole life I have seen how the lame stream news
has slanted the news to lead the masses in the
wrong direction.
“The first I realized how the news was slanted
was that Germany was really defeated in 1943 by
the Russian army at Stalingrad but World War II
was prolonged till 1945 with Germany so that
much money could be made by a few people. I

know that most people are shocked by such a
statement but when all the facts are presented
most history is written for the benefit of a few. It
seems like the Bible lays out the true way to find
out the real truth by stating – here a little, there a
little, line upon line, precept upon precept, or
something of that order (Isaiah 28:10, 13).
“I think Mr. Trump will be a great president if
given the opportunity and time. He also needs
the support of the country and the idiots in
Hollywood and their blind followers could make
a disaster of a great opportunity.
“It has been said that we are to consider our trials
as blessings but sometimes I would prefer to not
be so blessed.
“It seems that as time goes by, life gets more
hectic. I have to appreciate all that you and
Cappy do for God’s people. Your Bible Studies
have to take much time and concentration for
what you present in your teaching. It is very
much appreciated by me.
“I have been hearing people say that there are
many years before the end of this age. But my
question is – I think it is said in the Bible that
things will get so bad that our Creator will have
to cut time short so that we do not destroy
ourselves and this whole earth.
“The way things are going that time cannot be
too far off.
Have you given this any
consideration? If so, what are your thoughts on
that.
“I heard that the mad scientists have created a
human and animal cross. I know I have read in
Greek mythology that there were human and
animal crosses and thought it was crazy but now
I am thinking maybe there was more truth in
Greek mythology than I thought.
“I think that we are at the point that God said
man would be able to do anything he thought.”
-- Charles Rearick, Ohio
“What’s the story with/about the “web page”
…Official Creed of Triumph Prophetic
Ministries … I ran across this the other day and
it is somewhat confusing… is this one of your
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web pages? It seems contrary to the web page
…Triumph Prophetic Ministries…I was just
on which [a video] shows you preaching. And
also I can’t really see you going in the direction
that, that web site seems to project. Thanks.”
-- Jerry
COMMENT: That is a totally bogus website---utterly fraudulent. It clearly indicates that I teach
the seventh day Sabbath is abolished, and this is
an utter blasphemy. The concoctors of this
website are clearly serving their god, Satan the
devil, and lying about my teachings and the true
message of Triumph Prophetic Ministries. See
our literature, “A New Look at the Sabbath,”
“Sabbath Versus Sunday,” and “The Christian
Sabbath.” It is unconscionable how some people
will pervert the truth and falsely accuse those
who are serving God and brazenly claim they
teach Sunday observance when nothing could be
further from the truth. We have always upheld
the Biblical seventh day Sabbath and keep the
same day Jesus Christ and the apostles kept, the
same day God ordained we observe in the Ten
Commandments – the seventh day of the week!
*
*
*
“I would like to have a few books to start with
helping me understand more about the way of
this misleading world. It’s a shame to find out
that this world is built on lies after lies, so I’m
getting more understanding now because I read
the Bible.”
-- Ohio
“Wow, what the power of prayer does is
limitless. Why can’t the left wing just take a
loss. America is tired of all the ungodliness that
comes with the left wing liberals. All they ever
want is to kill unborn babies, take all the laws
from the Bible and flush them. I can tell you that
America WILL NOT BE GREAT until we bring
God back into our daily lives, schools, courts,
and anything that has to do with government! I
PRAYED for Donald Trump to win and he did.
I don’t think we could deal with another round of
Obama-nism. It would not be good. Thank you
for all your ministry does for us prisoners.”
-- Michigan
“I first came across one of your booklets when I
was in the dayroom and it was on the floor! It
read ‘Prophecy Flash.
The Mystery of

Pentecost!’ So I picked it up! I didn’t know a
lot about Pentecost, or Easter, but now have
learned a lot! And I have found them to be facts!
Because I looked it up in the Bible where it
points to! I would like to thank you for opening
a door I must look into! And this happened by
accident! Or not? Thank you!!”
-- Texas
“I would like to thank you for continuing to put
in all the hard work. May God bless you all! I
would also like to thank you for keeping me on
your mailing list. The only thing wrong as far as
I can tell is that it does not come often enough!
“I anticipate the arrival of a new magazine every
other month and enjoy every word of it, front to
back. I can not seem to get enough of your
knowledge so to help fulfill my spirit a little
more I am requesting some more material and
hopefully a copy of your newest book, The
Mystery of God’s Name, please. . . .
“I hope its not too much to ask and as soon as I
get some money in I will send a tithe. Thank
you so much and God bless all of you!”
-- Michigan
“I want to sincerely thank you for continuing to
send me your Prophecy Flash magazine.
Although I love the Bible lessons that are given
in each issue, I also love the wealth of
information you provide in your Prophecy Briefs
and other articles. Please don’t think that just
because I am incarcerated, this information is
without effect. I share your news with other
inmates as they make excellent topics for
conversation, knowledge and growth. Where do
you get all of this valuable and useful
information? It is awesome. Why is so much of
it hidden from the general population by the
media?
These are ‘need to know’ facts!
Hopefully, those of us here that read your news
will be able to apply it in their lives when we get
out of here and serve Christ in our communities
and social affairs. So I thank you immensely for
providing Prophecy Flash to me at no cost, as I
have no family at all, and no funds to tithe to
you. I hope you will accept my sincere prayers
instead, as I pray your ministry and staff thrive in
God’s blessings in the coming year. Thanks
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again, and may our Lord richly bless you all!”
-- Florida
“Thank you and Cappy for all you do in helping
to spread God’s Word amongst His flock. For
the Word says that knowledge will increase in
the end of times, and you are most definitely
helping to fulfill that prophecy. Praise YHVH!
“One of these days I hope to be freed from these
prison walls, even though I’ve already been set
free spiritually, I hope that physically I can wake
up and see God’s Creation – not concrete and
steel bars and walls – for I’m doing my 23rd year
of a life sentence and it’s only by YHVH’s
provision that I’ve been able to endure and
maintain the faith.
“I hope that the day comes when I can help
support your ministry (God’s ministry) and to
help support and take care of my mother who is
pushing towards 80 . . . .
“I’ve been with you since you started Prophecy
Flash after you were excommunicated from the
Worldwide Church of God [1987]. And now I
can look back and honestly say that it was a good
thing when they kicked you out, for without that
you and God would never have been able to
touch so many more lives through this ministry.
This enforces the scripture that says that in all
things God works for the glory to those who love
Him.”
-- Texas
“For some time I have seen the Prophecy Flash
magazine around, and have even read a few. I
recently found out I can request a free

subscription of my own. My parents are pastors
and I share with them the things I learn from
Prophecy Flash which they share with the entire
church. It is a great blessing to us all.”
-- Texas
“You are a real and true Godsend and a
wonderful ministry tool. I thank you for your
ministry. From what I have seen, on average, 2
out of every 3 people that I encounter in here
very badly want to change, want to live a
changed life, and want desperately to fill that
void that was built into all of us. The one that
only the Ruach Ha Kodesh can fill properly by
design. So many organizations offer a lip service
ministry that many have been soured and turned
off to anything to do with God. So many, even
those who have been turned off, seem to respect
a ministry that out-right tells it like it is, instead
of offering them a bunch of feel-good baby food.
Thank you again for your ministry.”
-- Florida
“I am thanking God continually for the good
work of Triumph Prophetic Ministries. I feel
that you are shining a light in the darkness, and
helping to spread an understanding of truth that
is desperately needed in this wicked and failing
world. As I continue to study and grow in the
word, I find your articles to be a great inspiration
and comfort to me. . . .
“You have been a great inspiration to me, and I
thank you from the bottom of my heart. May
Yehovah less you and grant you peace. And if
you’re ever feeling down, just remember: We’ve
just made it through eight years of the Obamanation, and now it is the time of the last Trump.”
-- Ohio

